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The Greenstones of the Petrie-Mount Mee Area, 
Queensland • 
By R. T. MATHEWS, M.Sc. 
SUMMARY 
The Rocksberg Greenstones are a succession of metamorphosed basic rocks, possibly 
originally olivine basalts and related types, forming the core of an anticline which runs north 
north west from Dayboro, and to the south of this town turns south eastward. The western 
limb, of the anticline is affected by a high-angle reverse fault (dipping east) which brings 
easterly dipping Greenstones against west-dipping Bunya Phyllites ; the latter conformably 
overlie the Greenstones. On the east the anticlinal limb is faulted against Mesozoics for the 
whole of the length of the eastern boundary of the area. The basal section of the Phyllites in 
the eastern limb carries very frequent intercalations of partly metamorphosed andesitic rocks. 
There are also interbedded fully metamorphosed rocks which do not differ -q1ineralogically from 
the Greenstones in the middle of the anticline. It is thought that this transitional zone was 
intruded by the andesitic rocks after the folding and towards the end of the matamorphism, 
which in that case would have slightly outlasted the folding. 
The fault on the west is regarded as a break thrust, probably contemporaneous with 
the folding. 
The Greenstones have been subjected, in separate areas, to at least two periods of 
metamorphism post-dating the orogeny.· In one area porphyroblastic albite has been fanned 
and, probably, muscovite _introduced; while in the other introduction of biotite has occurred. 
INTRODUCTION AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 
The following paper describes an investigation of the green rocks which form the basal 
members of the Brisbane Metamorphics and which were called by Denmead (1928) the 
Greenstone Serie?. The occurrences dealt with are restricted to the quadrangle fanned by 
Dayboro, Petrie, Caboolture and Mt. Delaney- (about 170 square miles), although the 
Greenstones are known at other places, notably Kilcoy; also at Bald Hills (Woods 1947), and 
possibly at Canaipe, on Stradbroke Island. 
• In aCcordance with the Australian Code of Stratigraphical Nomenclature the writer 
suggests that the rocks in question be known as the Rocksberg Greenstones, and refers to 
them as such throughout this paper. Rocksberg is a settlement on- the upper Caboolture 
River, in the vicinity of which the Greenstones are unusually well exposed, and their relation 
to the overlying Bunya Phyllites clearly shown. 
Mapping was carried out by means of I : 63,360 military maps, most of the area being 
included in the Caboolture sheet, with a small portion in the south overlapping on to the 
Samford sheet. Localities are fixed throu.ghout the paper by use of the grid system provided 
on the military maps·. The reference is prefixed by the letter C when the locality falls on 
the Caboolture sheet, and by S in the case of the Samford sheet. 
The writer is indebted to all members of the lecturing staff of the Department of 
G�ology, University of Queensland, in particular Professor W. H. Bryan and Dr. _ Dorothy H1ll, for discussion and advice on the problem; to Mr. B. J. Whelan for the photomicrographs 
and other photographic work; to Mr. T. R. Lowth for the chemical analysis of a Greenstone ; 
and to Mr. J. T. Woods for kindly allowing the writer to read unpublished notes of traverses 
carried out by Mr. Woods in the Petrie area. The field and other expenses of the investigation 
were met by grants from the Commonwealth Research Project Funds administered through 
the University. 
• Abridg"'d from thesis submitted for Honours degree in Geology, University of Queensland. 
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PREVIOUS WORK 
Jensen (1906) described amphibole and epidote-rich rocks of igneous derivation from 
the area between Dayboro and Mt. Mee, and about Mt. Delaney, but it was not until 1928 that 
the place and importance of the Greenstones in t-he Brisbane Metamorphics were made clear 
by Denmead. Denmead established the areal extent Of the rocks as a belt based roughly 
on the North Pine River between Petrie and Dayboro, and stretching in a north north west 
direction for some 20 miles, where it is cut off by the Woodford Granite. Denmead found 
that the rocks Were bordered on the east, south and west by Bunya Phyllites. He concluded 
that the Greenstones conformably underlie the latter, and make up the bottom members of 
the Brisbane Schists (now Brisbane Metamorphics). The southern boundary of the Greenstones. 
he considered had been faulted against the Phyllites, which were on the downthrow (southern) 
side of the fault. Denmead further concluded that the Greenstones constituted the core of 
an anticlinal structure, with the axis running in a north north west direction, approximately 
through Dayboro and Mt. Mee, cut off by the Granite in the north, and in the south by a. 
transverse fault. He determined the thickness of the Greenstones to be 32,000 feet, but in a. 
later estimate (quo�ed by W. H. Bryan, 1944, p. 54) reduced this figure to 10,000 feet. 
Denmead believed that the Greenstones represented "an altered series of basic lavas. 
and possibly tuffs erupted partly at least under sub-aqueous conditions." 
GENERAL GEOLOGY 
Distribution of the Rock Types 
The Rocksberg Greenstones within the area under consideration in this paper fonn a 
hom-shaped mass with the narrow termination at Petrie* and the broad end on a line stretching: 
about five miles east from Mt. Delaney. The curvature is conveX westward and takes in. 
the town of Dayboro. 
The western margin of the Greenstones is sharply defined, by young acid volcanics 
along the northernmost sector, between Mt. Delaney and Mt. Mee; and for the remainder 
(i.e., between Mt. Mee and Petrie) by Bunya Phyllites. 
On the east the boundary is less easy to define because of a well-developed zone of 
interbedding between the Greenstones and Phyllites. However a line has been drawn on the 
map where the interbedding becomes rare (except in the Mt. Mee area where it remains strongly 
developed from the eastern side to the west, forming a salient into the Greenstone .mass about 
five miles long and two and a half miles wide). The width of the belt of more or less "pure" 
Greenstone between this line and the western boundary is about five miles at Mt. Delaney 
and about one mile at Petrie ; its length is about 24 miles. 
Along most of its extent the observed transitional zone on the east has a width of three 
to four miles, but narrows rapidly in the region of Petrie, and also appears somewhat thinner 
in the north. The zone is bounded on the east by Mesozoic rocks. In the north it is, like 
the Greenstone mass, truncated by the Woodford Granite. 
The igneous rocks of the area consist of the Woodford Granite; the Dayboro Granite, 
which is an elongate mass stretching across the regional strike of the metamorphics for about 
five miles north .east of Dayboro ; the Mt. Mee Granophyre, which transgresses the western Greenstone margm along a north west-south east line in the Mt. Mee area; and a thin and 
sporadically distributed capping of basalt, also in the Mt. Mee 8.rea. (The basalt is not shown 
on the accompanying map). 
As well as the major occurrences listed above, the writer found three basaltic dykes 
and one of quart�-poq�hyry, all small, outcropping on the Caboolture River; and a mile south 
of the Mt. Mee t:r;g. pomt a small �ass of acid rock occurs. A narrow basic dyke intrudes the 
Greenstone-Phyll1te contact where 1t crosses the roadway south of the North Pine River near 
Armstrong Creek station. 
• About 17 road miles north of Brisbane. 
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For a short distance about the Dayboro Granite the GreenStones have been converted 
into hornfels, while there is a very wide belt of influence attributable to the Woodford Granite. 
There is no sign of alteration about the Mt. Mee Granophyre. 
Structure 
The regional strike of the metamorphic rocks averages 330° and is nearly constant 
throughout the area. The dip within the transitional zone and in the Greenstone belt north 
of the Dayboro Granite is for the most part about 30° east north east. In the Phyllites faulted 
against the Greenstones on the west the strike remains constant at 330° (except in the extreme 
southern sector near Petrie, where the strikes are variable), but the dip has nearly doubled 
and is opposite in direction, being 60° west south west. 
The thickness of the interbedded zone between the Greenstones and the overlying 
Phyllites appears variable, but in the region of the Caboolture River is at least 3,000 feet, and 
is probably greater since here it is strongly developed right up to the fault which marks the 
appearance of the Mesozoics. However, on the western side of the Greenstones there is no 
evidence of this great transition wne. 
South of the Dayboro Granite, Greenstone outcrops along the junction with the western 
Phyllites are rare. Along the Petrie-Dayboro road, which is about a mile distant from this 
boundary, and much closer along most of its course to the junction of the Greenstones with 
the transition zone, the Greenstones usually preserve the dominant strike, but the dips as a 
rule are vertical or 60°-70° east north east, at least over that half of the road nearest Dayboro. 
As Petrie �s approached the disturbance of dips and strikes in the western Phyllites, the 
Greenstones, and the transition zone becomes considerable, owing to the fact that at least two, 
and possibly three, large structural discontinuities converge on this area. 
The dominant structure is, as Denmead (1928) decided, an anticline, the eastern limb 
of which dips at 30° and the western at 60°, making the fold assymmetrical. The axis, which 
plunges southward, can be traced from the region of Mt. Delaney in a south south east direction 
·as far as the southern end of tpe Mt. Mee Granophyre. Here it is truncated by the western 
Greenstone-Phyllite boundary. The axis reappears immediately north of Dayboro, but to 
the south of this town it again is lost. In that sector of the western border between Dayboro 
and Petrie, outcrops are not plentiful and dips and strikes are erratic. What evidence these 
do afford, however, and the uniformly south-west dips in the Phyllite in the Armstrong Creek­
Kobble area and along the western . third of the Strathpine-Samsonvale road, make it appear 
that the axis curves towards Petrie in the same way as the Greenstone-Phyllite border, and 
probably lies on the Greenstone side of the latter. The Greenstone core of the anticline is 
topographically expressed as a plateau reaching 1,600 feet in height. 
North Pine Fault. 
The most striking features of the western Greenstone boundary are the complete 
suppression of the transition zone and the abrupt change of dip both in amount and direction 
which is found over most of the sector between Dayboro and Mt. Mee. These features, 
together with the powerfully developed drag-folding in the Greenstones, and vertical dips 
common in the Phyllite in the most northerly part of the course of the North Pine River 
indicate a faulted junction. 
The fault has almost completely suppressed the Greenstones forming the axial region 
and the western 1irhb of the anticline. A traverse across the Greenstones in the region of 
Gregor's Creek, for example, shows only easterly dips. 
One type of fault structure which can satisfactorily account for all the relations on 
the western side is a break thrust located near the axis of the anticline and dipping eastward. 
Although the attitude of the thrust can nowhere be observed, owing to lack of outcrops, it 
may be assumed to be at a steep angle of dip because it appears to be little affected by the 
t�pography. Relative movement of the eastern part of the anticline up the thrust, combined 
With erosion to a sufficient depth, would suppress the transition zone on the west, the Greenstones 
and Phyllites of the axial part, and the Greenstones of the western limb of the anticline. 
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The dip-slip of the thrust '\Vould probably be very large, but its magnitude cannot be 
determined owing to the absence of marker horizons from both Greenstones and ·Phyllites, and 
our Jack of knowledge of the thickness of at least the latter. It is not even possi�le to determine 
the maximum thickness of the transition zone, owing to the fault between it and the Mesozoics 
on the east. However, even if these thicknesses were known, the amount of movement 
necessary to produce the present relations would depend on the depth of �rosion of the crest 
at the time of the thrusting. 
To the northward, the disclocation, which the writer has named the North Pine Fault, 
apparently disappears beneath the·volcanic mass of the Mt. Byron-Mt. Delaney area. 
Denmead {1928) mapped a faulted junction between the Greenstones and Phyllites, 
extending westward from Petrie for about 12 miles. His map shows this structure lying north 
of the North Pine River for most of the distance between Petrie and Dayboro, but the junction 
is for the most .part a little to the south of the river. Den mead's fault is considered by the 
writer to be but part of the North Pine Fault. The westward extension of Denmead's fault 
beyond Dayboro almost to the D' Aguilar Range is considered to be erroneous. The writer 
has mapped a banded quartzite of the Neranleigh-Femva!e Group extending in almost a 
straight line fro'm a point on Leacy Creek four and a half miles due west of Dayboro, southward 
to the vicinity of C!oseburn, three and a half miles north west of Samford. This quartzite 
member shows nothing of the relative eastward displacement of the Group south of the North 
Pine River that appears in Denmead's map. 
The Eastern Boundary. 
The boundary on the east between the transition zone and the Mesozoics was considered 
by L. C. Ball (1916) to be a faulted junction. He estimated the downthrow in the region of 
Bracalba to be at least 500 feet towards the east. Ball considered the fault to be continuous 
between Bracalba and Petrie. 
Dr. D. Hill, of the Department of Geology of the University of Queensland, has mapped 
parts of this junction between Petrie and Bracalba and considers it a fault line.* 
The writer is in agreement with this interpretation of the contact. Outcrops along 
the junction are rare, and when they do occur they are usually in Phyllite. This is frequently 
disturbed both in clip and strike, the latter being sometimes east-west, while the dip is 
occasionally completely reversed from the normal one. Dr. Hill has found the normally 
flat-lying Mesozoics standing vertically at the contact."' In the Phyllite exposed near the 
contact in railway cuttings between Petrie and Dakabin, replacement by silica is common, 
and slickensided quartz occurs. 
A striking feature associated with the fault is the total absence of Mesozoic rocks from 
the rel.ativelr ll:Pthro"':" block of Palaeozoics on the western side of the fault. Possibly the fault lme comc1des Wlth the edge of the Mesozoic depositional basin, which, if true, would 
suggest that the fault represents the rejuvenation of some older structural trend. 
Other Structures. 
Approx�ately half a mile to the north of the Petrie-Dayboro road, at a point about 
half-way along 1t, the south south east-trending boundary between the Greenstones and the 
transitio� zon� takes. a. sudden swing to th� south east. The boundary is then maintained as a straight lme until 1t meets t�e North Pine. Ri_ver, from which point it curves south south east, th�n eastward t_<�wards Petn�. , Along _this hne, particularly in the Phyllite, strikes are much disturbed, espectally at Young s Crossmg on the North Pine River, while dips are very 
steep to vertical. In the Phyllites, silicifi�ation and minor folding, 'often recumbent, are very 
common. In the G:eenstone .on the Petn�-Day.boro road near the boundary line shear zones occur. On these evtdences thiS part of the JUnction between the Greenstones and the transition 
zone has been mapped as a fault. 
• Oral communication. 
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A small transverse fault may be responsible for the abrupt . notch in the North Pine 
Fault about half-way between Dayboro and Petrie. Phyllites close to this notch on the North 
Pine River have been dragged into a horizontal position, and the rock appears to have been 
crushed, the usually well-developed schistosity of the Phyllites often being absent. The rock 
was too incoherent and weathered for sectioning. Where the schistosity remains, nuinerous 
quartz veins occur parallel to it. Whether these effects are due to the North Pine Fault itsdf, 
or to the later small fault, is uncertain. Phyllites a little to the east of here have a north-south 
strike, which is abnormal for the area, and may· be due to movement along the postulated 
north-south trending fault. The degree of north and south extension of the fault is unknown. 
It may be noted with what remarkable fidelity the North Pine River follows the structural 
lines in the region of this fault intersection. 
Transverse faulting on a large scale may account for the presence of the salient from 
the transition zone which penetrates the Greenstone belt in the Mt. Mee area. Vertical 
movement could explain the position of the salient by relative down-dropping of a block of 
the transition zone between two transverse faults, into the underlying Greenstone mass. This 
could occur before or after the formation of the anticline. In the latter case the axial region 
of the anticline should become narrowed in the down-dropped block, and this would also be 
evidence for the down-faulting. There are indications that sUch reduction in width of the 
axial part of the fold does occur. On Delaney's Creek the crest of the anticline is about two 
and a half miles wide. In the salient about six miles to the south it is only about half a mile 
wide. Immediately north of Dayboro the fold axis appears again, and here the crest is about 
a mile in width. 
Unfortunately practically no direct evidence of faulting has been found in the field, 
and the hypothesis must .not be regarded as anything more than a guide for future field work. 
The Greenstones 
The Rocksberg Greenstones fonn a great mass of metabasites with a probable maximum 
thickness of 9,500 feet. This thickness, which agrees closely with Denmead's revised estimate, 
is measured in the Delaney's Creek area in the extreme north. Immediately north of Dayboro 
the thickness has climinished to about 7,500 feet. The base of the Greenstones is not known. 
When fresh the rocks are a fairly bright green in colour, but the usual exposed surface 
is a dark greyish or bluish green. Schistosity is not often strongly developed, except in 
weathered rocks, and many members are massive. 
. Wherever layers of contrasting texture occur they are _parallel to the schistosity. 
Ellipsoidal bodies which are found at certain places in the Greenstones are similarly arranged. 
Thus it appears that the schistosity is parallel to the original layering of the rocks. 
Below the transition zone meta-secliments are rare. In a tFaverse across the Greenstones 
about three miles north of Dayboro only two thin occurrences of Phyllite were encountered, 
and these about two miles apart. No rocks of sedimentary origin, other than the Phyllite, 
which is a qUartz-white mica. rock, are found either in the Greenstones or in the transition 
zone. There are no cherts or jaspers. Fossils appear to be absent. 
The Greenstones can, in the hand specimen, be divided into a small number of easily 
recognisable types (which are discussed in the section on petrology), but they succeed each 
other so rapidly throughout the thickness that they are useless as structural indicators. Some 
rarer types occur, but seem to be impersistent laterally. 
At three widely separated places in the Greenstones, ellipsoidal or irregular bodies are 
found in the rocks. They occur for a distance of about one and a half miles along the Petrie.:. 
Dayboro road, beginning about two miles from Petrie, just inside the faulted junction between 
the Greenstones and. the transition zone in this area; a second occurrence is found along the 
Dayboro-Mt. Mee road, about half a mile north and south of the more northerly crossing of 
Terrors Creek. They outcrop especially well in Terrors Creek itself, just to the south of the 
road. A third locality is in a tributary of Delaney's Creek, ·north of Mt. Mee. 
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The inclusions nearly always have one dimension much longer than the other two, and 
this long axis is invariably aligned parallel to the schistosity. The maximum variation in 
size is found in the Petrie section, where the bodies range from dimensions measurable ill 
inches to large, boulder-like objects three or four feet long and eighteen inches wide. Here 
the largest specimens occur at the lowest level of the hotizon, which has an apparent thickness 
of around 1,200 feet. (This thickness- suggests strike faulting, parallel to the fault already 
marked on the map as separating the Greenstones from the transition zone.) At Terrors Creek 
the thickness is only 300 feet. 
The inclusions are always massive in texture, while the matrix has a more or less well 
developed schistosity, which is defi�ted about the inclusions. Inclusions and matrix may 
or may not be mineralogically identical. Even where they are different, however, the 
differences are small. There are never any inclusions of "foreign" rock. The massive character 
of the inclusions as compared with the matrix is reflected in the fact that they weather out·
to form strongly-marked excresences on the rock surfaces where they are exposed. (The 
petrography of the Terrors Creek occurrences is given in the section dealing with Augite­
Greenstones). 
In the opinion of the writer, most of the material represents agglomeratic tuff. Had 
the deposits been water-lain, i.e., a conglomerate, the matrix might be expected to show 
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transitional types between meta-igneous rocks and meta�sediments. In point of fact Tilley 
regards these rocks as basic tuffs. While it does not appear inevitable that terrestrial basic 
tuffs should have an admixture of normal sedimentary material, such contamination would 
be very probable in water-lain deposits. However, the matrix rocks of the inclusions in the 
Rocksberg Greenstones have no muscovite or quartz-. 
Sugi (1931) distinguishes tuffs from lavas and intrusives iJl the greenstones of the Misaka 
Series simply on the basis of development of schistosity (tuffs markedly schistose, lavas and 
intrusives much less so), and does not mention any mineralogical peculiarities in the tuffs.
A puzzling feature of the inclusions is that they commonly contain relict augite 
phenocrysts of large size, and these show little or no evidence of deformation. They are often 
practically unaltered and are usually intact except for numerous cracks along which no 
separation has occurred. They do not show any strain effects optically. It is strange that 
rock fragments should undergo severe elongation without deformation of their phenocrysts. 
The latter were undoubtedly original constituents of the rocks. 
In some cases, especially at Terror's Creek, an alternative explanation may be applicable 
-namely, that competent layers of lava interbedded with tuffs may have fractured during 
the deformation and their parts been separated by flow of the incompetent beds. This is 
consistent with the undeformed nature of the augite phenocr·ysts. However, such an interpreta­
tion can by no means be placed on the Petrie-Daybox:o road occurrence. 
The writer has found no convincing evidence that the three agglomeratic occurrences 
represent the same horizon. The rocks involved have no mineralogical peculiarities which 
distinguish them from the general run of Greenstones in the areas involved. The Petrie and 
Delaney's Creek occurrences are both near the top, while the Terrors Creek horizon is somewhere 
near the base of the Greenstones. No similar phenomena to that at Petrie and Delaney's 
Creek have been observ�d along the -Greenstone-transition zone boundary between these two 
places, except f�r � mmor occurrence. of small, rounded massive Greenstone pebbles in a 
����!o:r� r::r!fo�;a
��� ;:�:����;e�a���:d�f a mile west of Gregor's Creek. These 
A large area of the Greenstone northwards from near the southern end of the Mt. Mee 
Granophyre to beyond Delaney's Creek is distinguished from all Greenstone occurrences to 
the southward of t�is region by the development of porphyroblasts of albite which have not
undergone defonnat10n, very frequently accompanied by muscovite, and sometimes by markedly 
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blue amphiboles. In the Greenstones to the south (forming the bulk of all the Greenstones) 
the albite is rarely porphyroblastic and always shows the effects of deformation, muscovite 
is very rare, and the amphiboles are pale green or sometimes bluish green. There is evidence 
to show that the porphyroblastic Greenstones of the north were originally like the rocks to 
the south of them, but suffered a second, post-deformational metamorphism, involving 
recrystallizational and perhaps metasomatic effects. 
All the Greenstones contain veins of quartz, quartz-epidote, albite, albite-epidote. and 
albite-quartz-epidote. In this respect they resemble most other Greenstone occurrences. 
Quartz-epidote (with or without haematite) veins are very common in the Greenstone 
along the Petrie-Dayboro road, and can also be found in the Phyllite of the transition zone 
in the same area close to the junction with the Greenstones. Albite-epidote veins are very 
prevalent in the Greenstone exposed along the Caboolture River in the Rocksberg area. 
At one place on the Dayboro-Petrie road some large magnesite Veins occur in Greenstone, 
apparently associated with small shear zones. 
The Transition Zone 
Not only is this zone distinguished by very extensive inter-bedding of Greenstones and 
Phyllit�s, but many of. the Greenstones in the zone show very marked mineralogical differences 
from those of the main Greenstone belt to the west. There is also evidence within the zone 
to show that while simple alternation of Greenstones and Phyllites occurs, corresponding to 
depositional alternations, some of the Greenstone occurrences are slightly younger than the 
main era of metamorphism, and so unrelated to the chief mass of the Greenstones. 
The inter-bedding of Greenstone and Phyllite is best seen oil the CaOOolture River 
between Litherland's Crossing and the entry of the Waterfall Creek tributary. Good sections 
are exposed on the Wamuran-Mt. Mee road, but the cuttings are heavily weathered. 
The Greenstone intercalations vary in thickness from a foot or so to about 200 feet, the 
thickness and frequency tending to increase towards the base of the zone. In most cases 
the Greenstone, where it is schistose, has the same strike and dip as the adjacent Phyllite. 
When the Greenstone is massive its contacts have as a rule a conformable relation to the 
Phyllite. Occasionally the relation is slightly transgressive, and the Phyllites may show 
evidence of forcible thrusting apart to allow the entry of the Greenstone precursor. It is 
these last -mentioned occurrences which are regarded as younger than the peak of the 
metamorphism. The Greenstone intercalations are not strongly continuous along the strike: 
Both conformable and transgressive r1;:lations between Greenstone and Phyllite are well shown 
in a small tributary of the CaOOolture River, at C.020362 and in a 100-yard stretch upstream 
and downstream from this point. 
At the Greenstone-Phyllite junctions quartz may replace or.displace the Phyllite. 
Of the very common Greenstone intercalations found along the Caboolture River 
westwards from the Mesozoic junction, only two appeared definitely transgressive, but in 
many of the others the contacts could not be seen. In those of the latter which were schistose 
(the great majority), the schistosity was parallel to that of the containing Phyllite. The 
first of the transgressive intercalations occurs at aOOut C.028326. The Greenstone here, which 
is only a couple of feet wide, truncates the schistosity of the adjacent Phyllite on its western 
side. The second lies in Gregor's Cl'eek, near its mouth. Here the Greenstone is massive. 
It has displaced part of the adjacent Phyllite through a considerable angle. For a few inches 
from the margins of this intrusion the Phyllite is intimately silicified. 
On the Caboolture River about 200 yards east of the mouth of Gregor's Creek, intense 
silicification of Phyllite has occurred for about a foot on either side of a narrow intercalation 
of Greenstone. Veins of quartz occur mainly along �he schistosity planes of the Phyllite, but 
very often transgress them, and much replacement of Phyllite by quartz has occurred. Running 
across the Greenstone layer are numerous quartz veins up to half an inch wide, sometimes 
showing repeated minor faulting. The Greenstone i;s schistose, and its schistosity is parallel 
to that of the Phyllite. The quartz is clearly post-metamorphic. 
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Silicification is a not uncommon phenomenon in the northern part of the transition zone 
It does not appear to occur extensively south of the Caboolture River. It seems to be confined . 
to the Phyllites, and although most of the occurrences are adjacent to Greenstone intercalations, 
this is not invariable. Examples additional to those · already mentioned can be found on 
Gregor's Creek at the road crossing (C.022318), where intimately silicified Phyllite is sandwiched 
between two quartz-riddled occurrences of Greenstone, and at two spots on the Caboolture 
River west of the mouth of Gregor's Creek. Other occurrences are found in the Wamuran 
Basin area, where Greenstone is again common in the Phyllite. In places here, the latter 
often contains quartz veins which may replace the Phyllite and are sometimes contorted. 
The Phyllite may also be very thOroughly silicified, forming a rock like the banded quartzites 
of the Neranleigh-Femvale Group, and like them often contorted, but obviously formed by 
siliceous replacement of Phyllite. The area of silicified Phyllite here is large, and far larger 
than any occurrence found farther south. Some of the associated Greenstones are full of 
quartz and quartz-epidote veins, but there is no sign of replacement having occurred in the 
Greenstones. The same is true of the Greenstones at Gregor's Creek. 
Silicification of the Phyllite is found again in the Petrie area, but not on t}le scale 
existing in the northern part of the transition zone. Most of the silica here occurs as veins. 
In most cases the Greenstones of the transition zone appear to be older than the Phyllites 
overlying them, but as mentioned in the preceding discussion, a few of the intercalations are 
sill-like in character. .Many of the intercalated Greenstones are incompletely reconstituted, 
and this description does not apply only to those which are definitely intrusive. Indeed one 
of the most obviously intrusive bands (at C.021355) is much nearer complete reconstitution 
than many which have no intrusive characters. Moreover, some of the intrusives are schistose. 
No younger Greenstones have been detected in the main Greenstone mass to the west 
of the transition zone. 
Although silica is frequently found about the margins of Greenstone intercalations in 
the transition zone, it post-dates the metamorphism, and so cannot be genetically related to 
the metabaS:ites. Possibly at the time when the silica was introduced the contacts between 
the Greenstone intercalations and their containing Phyllites served as channels of easy ascent, 
but the Phyllite itself is so fissile that the advantage offered by. the contact path is hard 
to imagine. 
The silicification is of two types, one in which the Phyllite is full of irregular quartz 
veins with frequent evident replacement of the host rock, and a second in which the Phyllite 
is unveined but is converted into virtually a fine-grained quartzite, almost cherty in appearance. 
It is the first type which seems tO be closely associated with Greenstone-Phyllite contacts, and 
it is usually small in extent, dying out a foot or two away from the junctions; on the other 
hand quite considerable thicknesses of Phylli�e, of the order of at least tens, and possibly (in 
the Wamuran Basin area) hundreds of feet can be involved in the second type. 
In addition to the fact that much of the Greenstone in the transition zone has been 
metamorphosed to a far less complete degree than that in the main mass to the west, it is 
distinguished by the very frequent presence of a greenish-brown biotite, which occurs hardly 
at all outside the transition zone. In the zone itself the biotite seems to be practically confined 
to the northern half, although a single occurrence was found on the Petrie-Dayboro road, at 
S.ll8152. There is evidence for a post-metamorphic origin of the biotite
·
. This biotite 
development was selective in action, like the silicification, but in this case it was the Phyllite 
which escaped the .effect, for the biotite is found only in the Greenstones. 
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PETROLOGY 
The Greenstones 
A convenient treatment of the �reenstones may be carried out by classifying them along 
the foUowing Jines: 
Lllrgely ReconsJituted Rocks: 
(a) Normal rocks with a mosaic of albitic plagioclase grains, together with actinolite, 
epidote, minor chlorite and sphene or leucoxene. (Referred to as "Normal Greenstones.") 
(b) Rocks similar to those above, but with important content of relict augite phenocrysts. 
(Referred to as ''Augite-Greenstones.") 
Both groups may be assumed to have undergone a single metamorphism. 
(c) Rocks in which the plagioclase assumes the form of porphyroblasts (with a maximum 
diameter of about 0.2 ·em.) often accompanied by muscovite and sometimes by blue amphibole. 
These rocks have undergone at least two inde'pendent metamorphic processes. They are 
referred to as "Porphyroblastic Greenstones." 
Among the Largely Reconstituted Rocks may also be placed a few miscellaneous types 
of minor occurrence, including epidote-glaucophane rock, biotitic rocks of groups (a), (b) and (c), 
and others. 
lnc!Jtnpletely Reconstituted Rocks: 
(a) Biotitic rocks. (Referred to as "Biotite-Andesine•Greenstones.") 
(b) Non�biotitic rocks. (Referred to as "Andesine-Greenstones."} 
These rocks·consist essenti�y of original plagioclase. 
The division of the Greenstones into the above categories is the more useful because the 
region can be divided into areas characterised by one or more types. The Normal Greenstones 
and the Augite-Greenstones occupy the southern three-quarters of the Greenstone belt, the 
Porphyroblastic Greenstones the northern quarter, and the incompletely reconstituted rocks 
the transition zone. It is in the transition zone that most of the biotitic rocks are developed, 
Occupying the northern half. 
In addition to the rocks mentioned above, another group deserves some attention, that 
of the contact�metamorphosed Greenstones. This refers to Greenstones which have been 
converted into hornfelses by granitic intrusion. 
LARGELY RECONSTITUTED ROCKS 
The Normal Greenstones 
In the field these rocks are Usually schistose, especially if weathered, but are sometimes 
massive. They are on the whole fine-grained, and may be equigranular or porphyroblastic 
(in actinolite), the former type predom�nating. The two types grade into each other. The 
general colour is .dark greyish-green to bluish-green. 
The principal minerals are a sadie-feldspar, mainly albite, but quite often with oligoclase; 
actinolite; epidote; and minor chlorite and leucoxenised sphen�. This is the order of abundance 
in the great majority of specimens sectioned. Albite very occasionally is developed almost 
to the exclusion of everything else, and the same applies to actinolite. The epidote sometimes 
pceeds actinolite in abundance. It m�y be accompanied by clinozoisite. Chlorite is rarely 
important, but is not often quite absenL The leucoxenised sphene is almost universal. It 
usually occurs in strings of very small grains which lie along the schistosity planes of the rocks, 
and are often the only obvious indication under the microscope of the presence of schistosity, 
even when the rock from which the specimen was taken is plainly fissile in the field. 
Pronounced parallelism is not common in the actinolite. 
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Haematite and magnetite occur occasionaUy, but are very rarely abundant. Calcite 
is very uncommon, as is quartz (except for quartz-containing veins in some areas), while 
muscovite is also rare. 
Apart hom the usually ill-marked schistosity the ro:cks rarely show any structures in 
thin section. Puckering is uncommon. A few rocks exhibit banding, as for example when 
albite-rich and epidote-rich layers occur. F. C. PhiUips (1930) says of epidote thus irregularly 
'distributed in a metamorphic rock that it indicates sedimentary origin. However this seems 
doubtful in view of the well-known mobility of epidote in metamorphism. Rarely, banding 
controlled by the distribution of actinolite is met. Structures occasionally are found which 
represent vesicles in the original rocks. 
Feldspars. 
Throughout these rocks albite is nearly always the dominant mineraL It forms as a
rule a mosaic of irregular crystals, usually about 0.004 em. in diameter. The grains are only 
occasionally twinned or cleaved, but generally show strong shadow extinction. As a rule the 
crystals are evenly distributed among the oiher constituents of the rocks, but in some cases 
they form augen. lenses and patches free from other minerals. Sometimes the crystals in these 
aggregates are larger than those forming the mass of the rock. In some instances the feldspar 
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occur also, epidote, sphene, and tiny grains of a very pale green mineral with a rather higher 
refractive index than the feldspar, and weak birefringence, probably prochlorite. Sometimes 
inclusions are rare or absent. The feldspar may on occasion reach the size of small 
porphyroblasts. These have the same characters as the grains of the usual mosaic, including 
the strain extinction, and are doubtless contemporaneous with them. 
The Ab content of the feldspar is usually greater than 90%, but grains of a less albitic 
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in that it contains glaucophane apparently developing from nonnal pale·green actinolite. 
Occasionally relict intennediate plagioclases are found in the Nonnal Greenstones. 
They are sometimes very irregular but preserve as a rule a recognisably rectangular outline 
and have broad albite twinning, sometimes rather va�e. Most examples are cloudy from
numerous minute opaque inclusions, and included actinolite, epidote and especially ?prochlorite, 
are common. They may or may not show strain extinction. Often they are partly granulated. 
They are numerous in a rock (1713) from 5.095167, on the Petrie-Dayboro road. On the 
Caboolture River at C.007328, many residual andesines of approximate composition Ab50 
occm: in an otherwise normal rock of the type under discussion (1765). The crystals have a
core of actinolite and epidote (Plate I, Fig. 1 ) ,  and contain lines of sphene grains arranged 
parallel to the long sides of the crystals, which do not have a common orientation. The albite
grains of the ground-mosaic in this rock also contain actinolite, epidote and sphene grains, 
in a random arrangement, but are much clearer of inclusions than the andesine. 
Amphiboles. 
The amphibole of the rocks under discussion is usually a pale gi'ey-green mineral, 
pleochroi� to co�ourless, occurring mainly in shreds and prisms averaging about 0.02 em. in 
length, wtth a Wldth of _about 0.002 em. In not a few rocks it is of bluish-green colour, usuaUy 
rather pa!e, but somebmes moderately strong. In � small number of cases it is deep blue, 
and occasionally the same crystal may be pale green m one part and deep blue in another. As 
well as the shreds and prisms mentioned above, it occurs commonly in comparatively large 
porp�yrob�ts and �egates �f porphyroblasts, which are very frequently found altering to 
chlon.te, both pennm� and chnocWore, the former usually dominant. It is only in the 
porphyroblasts that this apparently secondary alteration to chlorite is found. Another mode 
• Numbers refer to slide& ic the collcctioc of the Department of Geology, University of Queensland. 
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of occurrence is . in long streaks of very thin needles arranged to form filamentous-looking 
bands. These are sinuous and at times sharply folded, even when the rest of the slice shows 
no puckering, and may contain crystals of epidote, and sometimes residues of augite. At 
other times the fibres are mixed with albite grains and pennine. They sweep round the larger 
crystals they enclose. The porphyroblasts are sometimes found also to enclose crystals of 
augite, which appears to be the customary parent material. A small number of sections shows 
the amphibole in process of growth from hornblende. 
The small prisms of amphibole are often cross-fractured, and are generally well-cleaved. 
The cross-section is commonly four-sided, the pinacoid faces being absent. The pale green 
mineral is always optically negative and length-slow, and has a maximum extinction angle in 
the pale-green and the bluish-green varieties of about 23° measured from the prism axis. No 
analyses of the amphiboles have been carried out, but they are probably actinolitic. 
A very few examples of the Normal Greenstones were found to contain glaucophane. 
An example is slide 1749, from the Caboolture River at C.01532l, two miles south-east of 
Rocksberg, from a schistose rock in which granular albite is the main mineral, followed by 
epidote in small grains, then by amphibole. The usual small amounts of leucoxenised sphene 
are present, and quartz is accessory among the albite grains. 
In 1751 from the same locality, actinolite crystals can be seen altering to glaucophane. 
The actinolite here is the ·normal pale grey-green type, and has low interference colours. The 
glaucophane is pleochroic from deep blue to violet, is optically negative, length slow, and 
extinction is nearly straight. Slide 1769, also from the Caboolture River, about two and a 
half miles north of Rocksberg, at C.983368, shows a similar phenomenon, with blue-green to 
pale green actinolite, extinguishing at 25°, altering to glaucophane which is pleochroic from 
blue (sometimes pale) to violet or very pale violet, extinguishes at 4°, and has first-order 
interference colours somewhat masked by the absorption colour. The glaucophane is rather 
scarce. Sometimes the alteration seems to be from the core of the actinolite outwards. The 
phenomenon is illustrated in Plate I, Fig. 2. 
Actinolite is usually second to albite in amount, generally from 25% to 50% of the 
rock. In a small number of cases it is the dominant mineral, while in still fewer examples 
it is absent. 
Epidote. 
Epidote is nearly always present in strength, occurring practically always in irregular 
grains which vary in size from very small crystals, but are rarely more than about 
0.01 em. in diameter. The absorption shade varies from practically colourless to pale 
gr�en or greenish-yellow. The interference colours are commonly second-order, but third-order 
tints are sometimes seen, indicating a higher iron content. Generally the interference colours 
are zoned. The grains may be fairly clear but are usually clouded with inclusions of leucoxenitic 
sphene. In most cases the epidote is more or less uniformly distributed through the rocks, but 
sometimes forms bands or Ienticles. Clinozoisite is often associated with the epidote, but 
greatly overshadowed by it. Zoisite is rare. The ferrian variety is seen in small amount in 
one or two rocks. 
Chlorite. 
Chlorite is rarely of more than accessory importance, but is not often quite absent 
In a very small number of rocks it is abundant. It customarily occurs in lenses, pods, and 
most common of all, small shapeless patches. Very often it is associated with actinolite 
porphyroblasts, and in many rocks does not occur otheiV.dse than in this association. Much 
of the material is thus prob!lbly of secondary origin. 
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The most abundant chlorites are pennine, as a rule in well cleaved flakes, but not 
uncommonly in masses of scales, and sometimes in quite featureless aggregates and clinochlore, 
also in well-cleaved flakes. These two chlorites are often found together, but frequently the 
rocks contain one to the exclusion of the other. It appears that both can be derived from 
actinolite porphyroblasts, but under such circumstances the pennine is usually dominant. 
?Prochlorite is probably more truly universal in the rocks than either pennine or 
clinochlore, but it is confined to minute inclusions in the feldspars, especially residual andesine. 
It occurs in discrete, shapeless flakes within the plagioclase, of a very pale green colour. Rarely 
the crystals have a vermicular form. 
Other Minerals. 
Sphene and leucoxene are practically universal in the Normal Greenstones. Almost 
always short, usually slightly sinuous, strings and blobs of minute sphene grains partly 
leucoxenised, are distributed parallel to the schistosity throughout the rocks. Very occasionally 
the material occurs in largish ragged patches which have apparently been dragged out along the 
schistosity. The grains are also frequently included in the epidote. Calcite is very rare, being 
found in only half a dozen Normal Greenstones. 
Biotitic Normal Greenstones. 
These are found only in the transition zone. An example is a schistose rock (1738} 
from the Caboolture River about half a mile east of the confluence with Gregor's Creek. The 
feldspar consists wholly of strained grains of albite and oligoclase, with the crystals sometimes 
reaching the proportions of small porphyroblasts. They contain abundant actinolite inclusions 
and are often penetrated by biotite. The biotite (second in abundance to feldspar), is pleochroic 
from light brown to very dark brownish-black and is scattered throughout the slide in formless 
clusters of short thin flakes. Penninite and pale actinolite are next in importance; 
sphene is abundant in blobs, often with cores of iron-ore, which is very rare in the completely 
reconstituted rocks. 
The biotite in these rocks may be presumed to have had the same origin as that in the 
Biotite-Andesine Greenstones, which are fully discussed later. 
The Augite-Greenstones 
Macroscopically these rocks differ from Normal Greenstones in generally appearing 
massive when fresh (although most examples exhibit schistosity after weathering) and in the 
possession of euhedral relict phenocrysts of augite, occasionally reaching a length of 1 .0�1.5 em. 
The rocks are very common, forming layers varying in thickness from a few feet. to 
some hundreds of feet and alternating with Normal Greenstones throughout the area outside ;��r:
h
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��d the porphyroblastic albite zone. They appear to be practically absent 
The augite crystals are usually abundant, making up at least 10% of the rock while 
in one occurrence from Gregor's Creek euhedral augite crystals up to 1 em. long and th� same 
in diameter comprise 60% or more of the rock. 
In the hand specimen the crystals are greyish-green to dark green ; under the microscope 
they are almost always a pale brownish-yellow, without any tinge of violet, or rarely colourless. 
(In the Normal Greenston7s residual augite occurs occasionally, but the crystals are never 
euhedral and are always qmte colourless). 
. The cry�tals s_ho� the pyroxene c!eava.,ge in cross-sections, which are frequently eight­Sided, .and the1r �xtmc�10n angle Z;\c IS 54 . They are frequently twinned. ·The crystals are qmte clear of mclustons, show as a rule remarkably little alteration, and preserve a sharp, 
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euhedral outline. They show little evidence of deformation beyond being in many cas('s 
fractured, but there rarely has been any differential movement along the cracks, and usually 
no separation. The fractures do not haYe any consistent relation to the direction of the 
schistosity. Sometimes they form narrow, radiating bundles, originating on one side of the 
crystal and extending across to the other. As a rule the crystals show no orientation, but 
sometimes they lie with the schistosity. 
Greenstone from the Dayboro-Mt. 1\Iec road, at C.9S0266 (liKU) has large augite cr:rstals 
altering mainly to clinochlore, with subordinate actinolite in wins, and sprouting from the 
margins, but the alteration is usually slight. Actinolite is the principal mineral in the 
groundmass of the rock, with albite, epidote and clinochlore following in descending order of 
abundance. Talc occurs in small amounts here and there through the slice. 
Slide 1784.shows the matrix nKk of the inclusions at Terrors Creek, discussed on p . •l 
el stq. Again, pale grey-green actinolite is the principal mineral, f91l0\ved b,y albite, clinochlore 
(associated sometimes with a few flakes of greenish-brown biotite), and epidote (in narrow 
bands and elongate patches), while h'ncnxt'llised sphene is distributed in sinuous strings 
throughout the rock. The actinolite is mainly in bands of wry tlnt' fibres which sweep around 
the augites, and are mixed with almost isotropic chlorite and some albite. The actinolite 
bands sometimes show mild puckering. Alternating with tht'm are layers much richer in 
albite. Augite occurs in both the albitic and the actinolitic layers. The augite crystals contain 
veins of clinochlore ;\� well as veins and patches of actinolite. Rare calcite is present. 
Slide l785 is from the one of the inclusions at Terrors Creek. Unlike lis-t- it is a fine, 
�ven-grained rock, apart from the augite, and �h(I\YS no schish1:::-ity under the- microscope. 
Albite and epidote arc about equal in amount, followed by pale gret":n, unoriented actinolite 
in small needles (not fibrous) ; calcite occurs in comparath·ely large irregular masses, including 
all the minerals indiscriminately . •  Leucoxcniscd sphene occurs in discrete blobs throughout 
the slice. The augitcs are smallish, not numerous, often slightly battered in appearance, 
usually associated in small groups with albite and actinolite. A notable feature is the complete 
absence of chlorite, both from the neighbourhood of the augite and from the body of the rock. 
Plate 11 ,  Fig. :!, illustrates a euhedral augite cross-section from another Terrors Creek 
inclusion. Actinolite is growing from one of the pinacoidal faces, and twin lamellae in the 
augite are continued into the actinolite, whicl1 is also shown in cross-section. Chlorite is 
present as an alteration product of the augite phenocrysts, and predominates over actinolite in 
this association, but is absent from the matrix. 
There seems no doubt that the augite cry::.tals discussed in this section are relict. The 
low metamorphic �rade of tht' mineral assemblage that contains them, the euhedral sha}Jf's 
of the crystals, their lack of defonnation, their total lack of inclusions, the deflection of the 
schistosity of the rocks about them, all point to this conclusion. 
Only one generation of the crystal$ surYiw::.. Groundmass augite has been r�onstitukd 
without leaving any trace, while the phenocr�-sts luw sun.·ived often scarcely touched. Possihl�­
their usually large size saved them, for it would make them less susceptible to the catalytic 
"penetrative inte[granular mo\'eJ.nent" (of Eskola) produced by the metamorphic stresses, 
.and also chemically less reactive than the finer (possibly microlitic) material of the groundmass, 
witl1 its larger over-all ratio of surface to volume. 
The phenocrysts can be seen giving rise to clinochlore and actinolite, and in nearly all 
('.ases the fonner is in considerably greater abundance in the deriw·d products than is the latkr. 
Yet in about half the rocks sectioned, clinochlore is rare or absent in the matri.."X, and wlwn 
it is present never exceeds t)le actinolite in abundance. It would appear that the changes 
observed in the phenocrysts are in many ('ases merely the result of weathering. 
The remainder of the mineralogy of the Au;.::itC'-Greenstones is similar to that of the 
Nonnal Greenstones. 
' 
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The Porphyroblastic Greenstones 
The Porphyroblastic Greenstones are similar. in �eg�pic appearance to tl_le Normal 
and Augite-Greenstones, except that often the schist?stty tS better. develope_d: oWing to _the 
common presence of mica, and ·that frequently the albtte porp�yroblasts are VISI�le � mynads 
of small white or pink dots scattered aU over the rock, somehmes round, sometimes Irregular. 
The maximum diameter reached is about 0.2 em. When muscovite is present, as frequently 
happens, the rock has a lustre quite foreign to the other G�eenston�. �hich are dull 
in appearance. In those examples which have much blue amphibole, th1ck uregular bands 
of this material combine with bands of bright green epidote, and with shining muscovite, to 
produce a beautiful rock. 
The Porphyroblastic Greenstones occur in the north-western corner of the area in a 
zone stretching along the axial part of the anticline for six to seven miles south of Delaney's 
Creek, with an average width of about four miles. Their most prominent characteristic is the 
possession of albite porphyroblasts, to _the almost complete exclusion of the granular mosaic 
type of occurrence found in the rocks farther south. These mosaics do occur, but very rarely. 
The porphyroblasts are often pure albite, but oligoclase is not uncommon. Rarely feldspar 
is ahnost absent. Amphibole, sometimes blue, usually accompanies the albite. Epidote is 
usually next in importance; occasionally clinozoisite is abundant and overshadows the epidote. 
Muscovite is of frequent occurrence, and in one example there is a low-grade biotite. Chlorite 
is fairly common, fresh-looking magnetite is often an accessory, and many of these rocks 
retain the leucoxenised sphene which characterises the Greenstones previously described. 
Calcite is occasional, and one or two of the rocks have quartz. The main diff.erence between 
the two groups is the manner of occurrence of the plagioclase, but no less striking are the 
abundance in the Porphyroblastic Greenstones of muscovite, and in some areas of blue 
amphibole, the almost invariable presence of magnetite, and the absence of the relict augite 
phenocrysts so abundant in the Augite-Greenstones. • 
Feldspa,s. 
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Greenstone (1728) at C.027118 half a mile south of the North Pine River. Here porphyroblasts 
of albite and of oligoclase, clear except for inclusions of actinolite and epidote, and unstrained, 
have crystallised mimetically about the folds, being elongated along the limbs and around 
the crests and troughs, where they are sometimes curved. Lines of actinolite and epidote 
crystals pass through them undisturbed. The strained-mosaic type of plagioclase occurrence 
is absent from this rock. 
The farthest southerly occurrence of porphy"roblastic rock clearly allied to the rocks 
of the Mt. Mee-Delaney's Creek area is C.914299, a mile north-east of the Mt. Pleasant school. 
In this rock (1729) the porphyroblasts form augen about which the amphibole prisms are 
curved. They contain many inclusions of amphibole and epidote, but the lines of amphibole 
marking the schistosity do not pass through them. The porphyroblasts are completely free 
from strain effects and are untwinned. Both positive and negative optic sif:JDS were observed, 
and the positive material, determined by means of a cleaved bisectrix section, gave an albite 
content of more than 90%. No optically negative porphyroblast suitable for determination
was found, but it is probable that the negative feldspar is oligoclase. Muscovite is absent. 
Throughout the area to the north of this occurrence, porphyroblastic acid plagioclase 
occurs, always fre�. c�e� except for inclusions, often cleaved, rarely twinned and never with 
more than two submdtv1duals, nearly al\vays unstrained, and showing throughout convincing 
evi�e.nce of post-tectonic . origin
. Again op_tically positive and. negative types occur, the 
poSihve porphyroblasts bemg nearly pure albite ; one of �he negahve porphyroblasts contained 
75% Ab. 
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The porphyroblasts are usually very irregular in shape, and the outlines are often vague. 
As a rule they are crowded with inclusions, such as actinolite, epidote, sphene; magnetite, 
calcite and biotite also occur. Sometimes they are elongated along the schistosity (apparently 
a mimetic effect) .  In other cases the porphyroblasts tend to be elongated along the limbs of 
the folds. In still other instances the traces of folds and of schistosity pass through the 
porphyroblasts. (See Plate IV. Fig. 2). 
The comparatively great size, the absence of strain extinction, and the frequent 
indifference to structure shown by the porphyroblastic feldspar, point undeniably to a time-gap 
between the formation of this type and of the strained-mosaic feldspar of the Normal 
Greenstones. The ease with which the albite is strained is shown strikingly in 1779, from 
about a mile and a half south-west of Mt. Mee. This rock contains porphyroblasts many of 
which are pure albite, while others have the composition Ab75• They are well cleaved and . 
have rare binary twins. Although the porphyroblasts are elongated in the direction of the 
.schistosity, over most of the slice they show no sign whatever of strain extinction. However, 
the section contains a minute monoclinal flexure affecting a band 0.3 crq. wide, and all the 
porphyroblasts in this flexed layer show strong strain extinction. It is clear that the optical 
-characters of the feldspars are sensitive to deformation, and it seems plain that the 
porphyroblastic rocks have not suffered even minor movement since the formation of the 
porphyroblasts which, moreover, show no sign of rotation during growth. 
There is evidence that the feldspar of these porphyroblastic rocks was originally of 
the strained mosaic type. Slide 1730, from C.915308, about a mile north of the Mt. Pleasant 
school, contains a mosaic of small irregular, straiiled albite grains, exactly as in the Normal 
Greenstones. However, it also has a strong development of muscovite and of magnetite, and 
.contains a blue amP,hibole; a combination of characters which is typical of some of the 
Porphyroblastic Greenstones. Another rock (1803) from Delaney's Creek just east of Mt. 
Delaney, contains unstrained porphyroblasts of albite smaller than usual, and with a marked 
(presumably mimetic) common elongation. Scattered interstitially throughout are much 
smaller grains of the same mineral, irregular . in shape and with strong shadow extinction. 
Similar conditions are found in other rocks of the porphyroblastic zone. These rocks are 
regarded as types transitional between the rocks in which the plagioclase is completely 
porphyroblastic and those in which the feldspar is completely a mosaic of strained grains. 
In one of them the plagioclase retains its original metamorphic character, while in the others 
it has undergone varying degrees of conversion to the undeformed porphyroblastic type. The 
simplest explanation of the process is a quiet recrystallisation of the original albite, probably 
under the stimulus of raised temperature, but without any accompanying deformation-a 
mild but large-scale contact effect. 
This hypothesis receives strong support from a contact-metamorphosed Augite-Green­
stone from the margin of the Dayboro Granite at C.001225, about one and a half miles 
.south-east of Dayboro. The original plagioclase has recrystallised to irregular porphyroblasts 
tending to be elongated mimetically along what was the schistosity. They are packed with 
inclusions of the other products of the contact metamorphism, including magnetite. There 
:is about equal development of optically positive and optically negative examples, both with 
low refractive index, and thus probably a mixture of albite and oligoclase. There is no cleavage 
visible; rare binary twinning occurs; strain extinction is completely· absent. In all respects 
these resemble the porphyroblastic plagioclases of the Mt. Mee-Delaney's Creek area. 
Amphiboles. 
Amphibole is usually second in importance to feldspar in the porphyroblastic rocks, 
.as in the Normal and Augite-Greenstones, but in one locality it becomes the principal mineral. 
In the main the amphibole is the usual pale grey-green actinolite, but variants are 
.common, and there is a considerable development in places of blue material, some glaucophanitic. 
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Strongly coloured green amphiboles are much more common in these rocks than in 
the Normal and Augite-Greenstones. They are usuaUy pleochroic from rather- dark green 
to pale brown or pale yeUowish-green, absorption schemes which are reminiscent of hornblende, 
but the extinction angles very rarely rise above 20° 
In the immediate vicinity of Mt. Mee there is a considerable development of 
strongly banded muscovitic rocks with blue amphibole. (These rocks are described later.) 
The distribution of the various amphibole variants seems to be erratic. 
On the Mt. Mee-Woodford road, in a short stretch just south of Delaney's Creek, a 
rock occurs which is largely actinolitic in composition. Slide 1794 is made up of short, crowded, 
flowing fibres and biggish porphyroblasts of actinolite, normal except for the possession of 
borders and internal patches of deeper green than the remainder. Probably the rock represents 
a pyroxenite. The parti-coloured actinolite in this rock is found in another occurring a little 
farther south. Here, however, porphyroblastic albite is the principal mineraL 
Epidote Group. 
The importance of epidote is variable. It is absent or in minor amount more frequently 
than in the previously described Greenstones. However, on the whole it can be said to retain 
the _position it occupies in most of the Normal and Augite-Greenstones, i.e., third in abundance, 
after albite and actinolite. In the porphyroblastic rocks the epidote is frequently more strongly 
coloured, and the pleochroism correspondingly better developed; this is probably to be correlated 
with greater iron content, although the birefringence does not seem to be higher. The 
interference colours are commonly zoned. 
Mt1swvite. 
of the ���o���i�n�����o��hth�!:ti!;:-�e���Y�rm��!�\�����-e��!nr;�n�����;��f: 
amphibole rocks in the immediate Mt. Mee area are the most consistently rich in mica. 
Slides 1730 and 1800 contain mica which tends to be distributed in patches and bands. 
Parts of the slices show puckering but the mica is not distorted in the folds, and might therefore 
seem to be late; on the other hand, it is included in the strained albite grains that comprise 
the feldspar of the rocks which suggests that it is contemporaneous with the feldspar, or, in 
consonance with the evidence of the puckers, that it replaces the albite. 
In 1778 muscovite is often included in the albite and oligoclase porphyrOblasts, and 
flakes frequently pierce the margins of the porphyroblasts. The rock also contains, as has 
been mentioned, strained irregular grains of albite, and these also are penetrated occasionally 
by muscovite. In 1779, where the muscovite is in minor amount, it is ·associated with actinolite, 
lies along the schistosity, and is rare in the feldspar porphyroblasts. Slide 1822 contains 
muscovite i� large Bakes, but here it is absent from the porphyroblasts. Wherever the 
muscovite in these rocks is found included in or piercing the feldspar, the contacts are 
perfectly sharp. 
A Po:Phyroblastic �re�nston� :which shows relict folded trends in albite porphyroblasts, 
has muscovite and chlonte mtershhal to the iX!rphyroblasts and cutting across the relict 
folds. This can dearly be seen in Plate IV, Fig. 2. The muscovite in this rock occurs rarely 
within the. por�hyroblasts. In others of the rocks the distribution of the mica is iildependent 
of the schisto�1ty. TheSe ph�nome_na su�est that the muscovite may not have crystallised a_t the same t�e 
as the rJ?-0�-alb1te, wh1ch sh�ws the effects of presumably paracrystallisa­
tional_ defc:
mnatton. If thts 1s true, where the mtca does follow the schistosity the effect may 
be mtmelJC. 
Of/U!r Mi,era/s. 
<;hl?rite is fr�uently absef!t fr?m the porphyroblastic rocks and is rarely important. 
The_ 
pnnc1pal chl�nte develo� �� clmo�hlore, pennine being found in only one case, and 
obviously developmg from actmohte. Sltde 1802 shows chlorite apparently produced in a 
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late episode in the history of the rock. (See Plate IV, Fig. 2.) Magnetite is developed in 
accessory amount in most of the rocks and usually is in sharp-edged crystals. Sometimes it 
is in streaks or ragged grains, and ap!lears secondary, In some cases it is associated with 
haematite. On occasion it is plentiful in the albite porphyroblasts; at other times it is much 
less common in them than in the remainder of the rock. The common presence of magnetite 
is in marked contrast to its rarity in the previously described rock groups. Granules and 
patches of leucoxenised sphene are common in the Porphyroblastic Greenstones. Calcite is 
not important in the rocks as a whole, and is present in large quantities in only one specimen, 
although it occurs in two others. In two of these instances it replaces·feldspar. Quartz is rare. 
Muscovite-Blue Amphibole Rock 
In a belt stretching from the source of Deep Creek for about two miles to the east, 
and for a distance of approximately one mile south of the main road at Mt. Mee, there occurs 
a striking rock, made up of alternating bright green and deep blue bands of extremely irregular 
thickness, with large flakes of muscovite distributed throughout. The green bands are 
composed principally of strongly pleochroic yellow-green epidote, and the blue layers of 
amphibole, which in thin section is a great deal paler in colour than would be expected from 
the hand specimen. Muscovite is abundant in both layers, and often transgresses the schistosity. 
Slid� 1792, from C.918374 on the main road west of Mt. Mee, contains a blue-green 
amphibole with the pleochroic scheme Z = blue-green, X = colourless, Y = violet, and an 
extinction angle of 23°. Feldspar is rare, and when it occurs consists of small grains of 
oligoclase. Muscovite and the amphibole are in about equal abundance, followed by epidote, 
while magnetite is accessory. 
Slide 1819 comes from the source of Deep Creek. The rock here and for some distance 
downstream has strongly developed minor folds measurable in inches. The slice in this case 
has been made through a fold, approximately at right angles to the axis. Neither muscovite 
nor the amphiboles in the fold show any signs of deformation, and may be post-folding in age. 
There is no sign of any normal green actinolite included in the albite grains. 
The occurrence of these rocks in alternating bands rich respectively in epidote and blue 
amphibole may represent compositional layering in the original rocks, possibly a combination 
of calcareous sediment with basic tuff, the latter itself contaminated with sediment which 
would account for the presence in the amphibole-rich layers of muscovite, if this mineral is 
not a post-regional metamorphic introduction. 
Glaucophane Schist 
Slide 1038, from Delaney's Creek above the Mt. Mee-Woodford road crossing, is 
practically an epidote-amphibolite rock, with small amounts of albite and calcite, and minor 
magnetite and clinochlore. In the hand specimen the rock has a very ill-marked schistosity 
in places, but appears largely massive, except for a rough and impersistent banding of epidote 
crystals, which are deep green in colour, and set in a fine-grained blue-black base. 
Under the microscope the predominant mineral is epidote, of strong yellow colour, 
rather deeper than anything else in the Greenstones, and pleochroic almost to colourless. It 
is in largish irregular grains, very cloudy from inclusions of leucoxenised sphene grains, with 
interference colours often reaching third order. Next in importance is glaucophane with the 
following pleochroic scheme: Z = deep blue or greenish blue, Y = deep violet, X = colourless. 
There is no recognisable preferred orientation of the amphibole prisms. The remainder of 
the rock consists of interstitial grains of clear albite, irregular in shape, free from inclusions, 
and showing strong strain extinction; calcite, in patches full of epidote and amphibole inclusions, 
but without albite;  magnetite in scattered sharp-edged grains of widely varying size; and 
occasional patches of clinochlore, usually in association with amphibole. 
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This rock is the only true glaucophane sc�ist known in the G�et;nstones. (The cr�t 
for its discovery goes to H. I. jensen, who p�bhsh�d an account of 1t I? 1906). Its de.JlS.lty 
is greater than that of any other Greenstone, mcluding those that contam some glaucophane. 
The rock appears to be confined to the Delaney's Creek section. · 
[Since the pr��atWn ol this paper, Schiirrn;uw (1953) hn pub\iUed a des<:rtption of lhil rock. Ao:cordin( to Scb"..nt:llll:l, 
de Roever bas 
· · while Ill$ most important acussory minerals an chlorit e, · nhlll In UOS$lte, an d tlun is �OuD(tr th�n th8 crouite. ln the meta1Dl:N'phl$rn oferou.ite into rreen bornl:okl>de 
do����f �:���:� a,r:fnhi�t"i: ���;n;:ng-y � �� ;= 
•P· gr. It S.U. H� coaslden �hat tbe p�ce in Uoese �� �� c\.ae'� ��:;:•;: �.?e;� regional �:i:��;h:���;th:����er;Ji� ������,!�c!1o������o�1�:.�n�tee,v��:��;:� �gi� 
INCOMPLETELY RECONSTITUTED ROCKS 
These are for all practical purposes restricted to the transition .zone. The dominant 
rocks of this .zone are Normal Greenstones, usually without biotite, but possessing it in about 
20% of cases. Incompletely reconstituted rocks, mostly biotitic, are about half as abundant 
in the zone as the Normal Greenstones. Of Augite-Greenstones only one example was found, 
at the very base of the .zone. 
At the Petrie end of the transition .zone, the rocks are all Normal Greenstones, but the 
exposed part of the zone is very narrow, and the incompletely reconstituted rocks might 
· possibly appear farther up the sequence if it were visible. 
The biotitic rocks, except for a single occurrence just west of Sideling Creek on the 
Petrie-Dayboro road, do not appear· south of Gregor's Creek. 
The incompletely reconstituted rocks are found beyond the southern limit of the biotite 
belt, but their existence south of the eastern termination of the Dayboro Granite is uncertain. 
Exposures in thls region are few, except immediately west of Petrie, where; as mentioned, the 
rocks do not occur. In that part of the transition zone about the eastern end of the Dayboro 
Granite the incompletely reconstituted rocks without biotite may exist in strength, but there 
are no outcrops. 
Biotite-Andesine-Greenstones 
These rocks in the hand specimen on the whole resemble N orma1 Greenstones, except 
that usually �hey have at least a tinge of brown colouration resulting from the presence of 
myriads of tiny flakes of biotite, while in some specimens the biotite is readily visible in large 
flakes. They may or may not be schistose. Some rocks have a saccharoidal texture, and 
this type occasionally shows spheroidal weathering in the field ; its mineralogy is similar to 
that of the other biotite-andesine rocks. 
Mineralogically, all are distinguished by the possession of andesine, which forms at 
least half of the rock.. Andesine is accompanied by actinolite, chlorite, biotite, epidote, and 
sphene, in a very variable order of abundance. Next in importance to andesine may be 
biotite, chlorite, epidote, or actino�te. In most ca.ses, there is a strong. development of sphene. Small amounts of quartz, magnehte and haematite are found occasionally. Muscovite and 
calcite are absent. 
Feldspar. 
The feldspar is overwhelmingly andesine of composition in most cases about Ab •. 
Usually there are small amounts of albite associated with the andesine, while in some rocks 
of a transitional type the proportions of the two may be about equal. 
The �ndes_i�e occurs in crystals up to 0.1 em. in length, which usually retain a good 
deal o.f the1r ?ri_gtnal. euhedral shape, although frequently they are rounded or irregular. Sometunes the1r .JUn<:hons are sutured. They are often much fractured, but strain extinction 
is not comm�n m .them, �nd whe� it occ�rs it is mild in comparison with the strong strain 
effects seen tn alb1te grams associated WJth the andesine. Both Carlsbad and albite twins 
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are very common, although often vague-looking. Zoning does not occur. The crystals are 
nearly always very cloudy from the presence of minute opaque grains ; there are also very 
abundant inclusions of actinolite, chlorite, biotite, epidote, sphene. The crystals may He 
across the schistosity or along it. In the latter case they may form augen around which the 
other minerals flow. Sometimes an andesine crystal may be seen breaking down into a 
mosaic of small grains which prove to be albite, often with oligoclase. The mosaics of acid 
plagioclase associated with the andesine resemble in all respects the plagioclase in Normal 
Greenstones. 
Biotite. 
In the hand specimen the biotite of these rocks, when it occurs in large enough flakes, 
is of a chocolate-brown colour, decidedly lacking in lustre, and only difficultly cleavable. It 
is very unlike the biotite of igneous or of high-grade metamorphic rocks. Practically confined 
to the· northern half of the transition zone, it however makes a sally below the base of the 
zone in the region of the Caboolture River north of Rocksberg. In rocks in which the biotite 
is in very small flakes it is usually fairly evenly distributed, but when it occurs in large crystals 
it commonly forms irregular streaks, bands and lenses, which may intersect at high angles. 
Sometimes the concentration of biotite in a particular band is very high, sometimes rather low. 
Under the microscope the mineral is pleochroic in shades of dark brown, golden brown, 
olive green, dark green and pale brown, rarely with any tinge of red. Despite the fact that 
it does not flake easily in the hand specimen the mineral always appears to be well cleaved. 
The size of the crystals is wry variable, from little flakes to large coarse plates, although fairly 
uniform in a particular rock. As a rule they form radiating rosettes and sheaves, sometimes 
formless masses of flakes, and especially when the crystals are large, single large flakes or 
bundles of them. The flakes may lie along the schistosity, or, more often, they may treat it 
with complete indifference. The main occurrence is between the andesine crystals, but the 
biotite also is found in the andesine. Its flakes pierce the andesine crystals as if they were 
empty spaces. A flake may lie wholly within a crystal of andesine, or partly within and 
partly outside it; or it may pierce two or three contiguous andesine crystals with apparently 
no more trouble than it transfixes one. One of the most striking aspects of the invasion of 
the feldspars by biotite is that the contacts are always sharp and clean, without any obvious 
evidence of replacement. The concentration of biotite in the feldspar is usually much lowe-r 
than that outside it. Occasionally it allows itself to be guided by the andesine-just as 
occasionally it is led along the schistosity planes of the rocks-as may be seen in Plate II, 
Fig. 1. Here the biotite has crystallised not only all round the rilargins of an andesine crystal, 
but also along cleavage directions within it. Sometimes flakes of biotite include epidote' and 
actinolite crystals. In some rocks the main occurrence of the mica is in intimate parallel 
growth or other association with chlorite, mainly pennine. The degree of abundance of biotite 
in the rocks varies greatly. Sometimes it ranks next to andesine; at other times there are 
only a few scattered rosettes. 
In one rock (1720 from C.066296) there is very little biotite developed but its m:1nner 
of occurrence is highly significant. The thin section of the rock is broken by a few irregular 
cracks which are filled with iron ore, mainly limonite, but where these cracks pass through 
aggregates of chlorite or actinolite, sheaves of biotite radiate out from the fissure. S1)metimes 
the passage of the cracks through feldspar is marked by the development of biotite, but usually 
this part of the course of the fissure is barren. Very little biotite occurs in the section apart 
from the cracks. (See Plate IV, Fig. 1.) 
The evidence provided by this rock section; the common irregularity of distribution 
of the biotite (e.g., in intersecting bands) ; the frequent indifference to the schistosity ; all point 
to an origin for the biotite independent of (or at least subsequent to) the metamorphism­
incomplete as it often was-that affected the rocks of the transition wne. Its production 
about cracks in 1720 where they pass through fernie minerals suggests that it arose through 
potash-aluminium metasomatism of these minerals. The iron in the cracks is probably a 
secondary deposit of limonite released by weathering. 
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Harker (1932, p. 215) states, with regard to pelites of the biotite zone, that chlorite 
always forms the starting point for the formation of biotite, and that a patchy distribution 
of chlorite leads to porphyroblastic development of biotite. The chlorite of the andesine-­
bearing Greenstones is usually in patches, and a similar manner of occurrence of the biotite in 
these rocks is characteristic_ 
The penetration of feldspars by the biotite complicates matters owing to the necessity 
for provision of iron and magnesium, but this could be avoided if it is assumed that the 
appearance of biotite in the feldspars is by virtue of the conversion of chlorite and actinolite 
inclusions in these minerals. This is especially supported by the arrangement of the biotite 
in the andesine in Plate 11, Fig. 1, because chlorite is often found in the feldspars with just 
such a development along planes of weakness. 
A mphiboles. 
Amphiboles in the rocks are usually similar in appearance to those of the Normal 
Greenstones. Colour varies from pale grey-green to bluish-green, and extinction angles are 
never greater than from 20"' to 25°. The abundance of actinolite relative to that of biotite 
seems to agree with the thesis that the mica is derived in part from the former-in rocks with 
abundant mica actinolite is low, and vice versa. In two rocks actinolite was found developing 
from residual hornblende, and in one example from colourless relict augite. 
Epidote, 
Epidote is very variable in its degree of abundance, often rare, sometimes Very plentiful. 
In one rock it is accompanied by clinozoisite. Sometimes it forms irregular bands up to a few 
millimetres in width. In many cases it is crowded with inclusions which look like grains of 
sphene and small crystals of epidote, the latter distinguishable by the variation in interference 
colours. The epidote is about the same colour as in the Normal Greenstones-pale yellow 
or yellowish-green, not the deeper yellow common in the Porphyroblastic Greenstones. 
Chlorite. 
In the biotite-andesine rocks chlorite has greater importance than in the Greenstone 
groups without andesine. Sometimes it is next to andesine in abundance. Pennine is slightly 
more common than clinochlore. They usually occur in patches, and may be associated with 
biotite, or with actinolite, and occasionally appear to be independent. In one rock where 
pennine is in minor amount, it seems to be deriving from actinolite. ln another it can be 
. seen; together with actinolite, in process of production from relict augite. 
The correlation between the relative amounts of chlorite and biotite present in the 
rocks is in satisfactory accord with the postulated means of production of the biotite. In 
several cases the two are at opposite ends of the scale of abundance; there are others where 
they are both small in amount, but none where both are plentiful. 
Both pennine and clinochlore are quite commonly developed in �he andesine crystals, 
usually along planes of weakness, but the most abundant chlorite in the feldspar is ?prochlorite, 
in very small isolated crystals scattered throughout the feldspars. 
Sphene and Lt14Coxene. 
Sphene in many of these rocks is much more abundant than in the previously describes 
Greenstone groups, and always occurs in large, sometimes euhedral c.-ystals, only slightly 
leucoxenised. The attenuated, sinuous strings of little grains, heavily leucoxenised, which 
cllaracterise the other groups are absent from the andesine-bearing rocks. In some instanced 
the sp�ene grains show clastic effects, be!-ng shat�ered and dragged out along the schistosity. 
Somettmes large crystals are deformed mto lenticular shapes, the long dimension of which 
co�for:ms with the schistosity direction. The. crystals very C?mmonly show polysynthetic 
iren�fn�ral�n some rocks they have cores of 1ron ore, suggeshng a metamorphic origin for 
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Andesine�Greenstones 
These resemble the Biotite-Andesine-Greenstones in all respects, except that they do 
not contain biotite. 
Transitional and Miscellaneous Types 
Certain transitional types have already been mentioned. Brief descriptions are given 
below of other transitional rocks which offer clues to the history of the Greenstones. 
Several rocks have metamorphic characters midway between those of the incompletely 
reconstituted rocks (biotitic or non-biotitic) and those of the Normal Greenstones. Slide 1734 
is an example of a basic intrusion in the transition zone post-dating the main metamorphism. 
The thin section shows augen of feldspar, consisting in the main of mosaics of small grains, 
but occasionally of a single lenticular, rounded or subrectangular crystal, which may exhibit 
albite twinning. The large crystals are full of actinolite prisms, penetrating the boundaries 
of the crystals at times. The sm�ll grains are clearer, although still with abundant inclusions. 
Shadow extinction is not marked in either large or small crystals. The former have the 
composition Ab70 (oligoclase-andesine) while the small grains are a more sodic oligoclase. 
Between the feldspar augen are very abundant epidote, actinolite, and pale green pennine. 
Slide 1745, from Zillman's Crossing on the Caboolture River, is a non-schistose rock in which 
the feldspar consists of about equal parts of a mosaic of strained grains of clear albite, and of 
battered andesine crystals with interstitial albite. Actinolite is ve�y often included in the 
latter. The andesines are fractured, and show strain extinction, but not as strongly as do 
the albite grains. Epidote dark from inclusions of sphene grains, pale actinolite, pennine in 
short stumpy flakes associated with the actinolite, and large sphene crystals make up, the 
remainder. Brown biotite is rare. Slide 1754, from about C.009323 on the Caboolture River, 
is composed largely of albite grains, as far as the feldspar is concerned, with a fair sprinkling 
of relict andesine. Both feldspars contain inclusions of actinolite, epidote, biotite. The 
biotite of the rock is in long, coarse flakes, usually in parallel growth, forming masses, sometimes 
tending to a radial arrangement. The orientation of the masses is random. The sphene in 
this rock is leucoxenised and shows an approach to the type of occurrence of this mineral in 
the non-andesine-bearing Greenstones, forming clusters of grains scattered through the slide. 
CONTACT-METAMORPHOSED GREENSTONES 
The Contact-Metamorphosed Greenstones are confined to a Zone with a maximum. 
width of not more than a quarter of a mile about the Dayboro Granite. (The effects found 
along the boundary of the Woodford Granite will be described in a later paper dealing with 
the geology of the country to the north of the area under present discussion). The Dayboro 
Granite is a small, elongate, cross-cutting body the margins of which were never directly 
observed during the field work owing to soil cover. In places narrow dykes of granitic 
composition cut the Greenstones with visible contacts. In these cases the junctions are sharp 
and usually straight. 
Only Normal and Augite-Greenstones are represented in the hornfelses, which mega­
scopically are dark, fine-grained, tough rocks, sometimes preserving a relict schistosity, along 
which, however, the rock shows no tendency whatever to cleave. 
During the process of thermal metamorphism the feldspar of the original rock has 
usually been not much altered. Most of the specimens sliced contained a mosaic of feldspar 
crystals similar to those found in the Original rock, even retaining the strong strain extinction. 
In one rock, however (already mentioned in the discussion of the Porphyroblastic Greenstones), 
th� feldspar has been recrystallised to strainless porphyroblasts, which have developed 
numetically along the schistosity planes. There seems to be no relation between the proximity 
of the rock to the contact and the degree of recrystallization of the feldspar. Usually there 
appears to be no change of composition of the plagioclase, most of the determinable material 
bemg about Ab90, although one rock contained oligoclase. However, the latter mineral is 
not uncommon in the parent rock-types outside the influence of the granite. 
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In one rock plagioclase of the composition Abu was found, developed in subhedral 
crystals, often twinned, showing no strain effects, free from indusions, and in general quite 
different from the general run of feldspar in the homfelses. 
The rock in which the granular feldspar·has beeri converted to porphyroblasts contains 
much hornblende, without new augite, while others in whicll the plagioclase has persisted as 
a strained mosaic show a higher temperature of metamorphism, having abundant new augite 
but no hornblende. It would thus appear that some factor other than temperature determined 
whether recrystallisation of the feldspar should take place or not, probably the presence or 
absence of solutions. 
The common effect of thermal metamorphism of felds
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be noticed. But it is not feasible that recrystallisation could take place without obliterating 
the strain extinction. Harker, on the same page of the wOrk quoted, states that appreciable 
recrystallisation of the feldspar of an ordinary basic rock comes later than the conversion of 
pyroxene to hornblende. While the Greenstones may not be fitted by the description "ordinary 
basic rock," if it is allowed that the hornblendic Greenstone hornfelses may not have reached 
a temperature sufficient for recrystallisation of the feldspar, it cannot well be argued that the 
same applies to those containing much new augite. 
The hornblende produced in the homfelses is a type usually pleochroic in deep green 
and greenish-brown shades, and as a rule is developed m fine fibres. It is generally very 
abuhdant, and the crystals may be included in large numbers in the feldspars. Often it is 
found developing from augite phenocrysts residual in the original Greenstone. Occasionally 
a little actinolite survives. 
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from original augite phenocrysts, in which process there is evident the release of a good deal 
of iron in the form of magnetite d.ust, so that the new augite probably tends to be diopsidic. 
Garnet is common in some cases, in two associated fonns, one colourless and weakly 
birefringent, the birefringent areas being arranged in sectors (probably grossularite) ;  and the 
. other pale brown and isotropic (probably almandine) .  
In a slice cut from the actual contact between a small granite dyke and the Greenstone 
hornfels, bands of brown biotite have been formed in the hornfels, but no biotite was found 
elsewhere in the contact rocks. In this particular specimen the biotite is restricted to a narrow 
layer in the slice and disappears abruptly at the actual contact. The mineral is absent from 
the granite of the dyke. 
Magnetite dust is common in the rocks, often concentrated in streaks and patches and, 
as mentioned, in special abundance associated with some reconstituted original augites. 
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Most of the epidote, practically aU the actinolite, all of the chlorite (excepting the odd 
occurrence described in the last paragraph) and all of the sphene-leucoxene of the original 
rocks have disappeared in the thennal metamorphism. 
Schwartz (1924:) gives a summary of literature dealing with the contact metamorphic 
effects of granitic intrusions on basic rocks. This shows that hornblende rocks are characteristic 
of such contacts, the mineral being derived from augite. Some aUthors record the formation 
of new augite. Biotite formation is fairly common. Whenever the physical condition of the 
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ioned it is said to form a mosaic. Porphyroblastic feldspar of secondary origin 
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Tilley (1924, pp. 65-6) gives an account of the metamorphism of epidiorites by diorite. 
The epidiorites are similar mineralogically to the Greenstones of the present discussion. Tilley 
describes in the early changes the development of magnetite crowding hornblende crystals, 
and the disappearance of epidote and sphene, which contribute lime to produce a more basic 
feldspar. Brown mica appears in the vicinity of magnetite. Closer to the contact labradorite, 
diopside, .  hypersthene, biotite and iron-ores are formed, as well as occasional grossularite 
which Tilley found associated with pyroxene and calcite; this association led him to consider 
the three minerals to be the metamorphic product of a calcareous vein in the original epidiorite. 
The feldspar in these rocks has an equigranular texture. 
In the thermal metamorphism of the Rocksberg Greenstones the chemical interchanges 
have apparently been different from those described by Tilley. The lime of the epidote and 
sphene has only exceptionally been taken up by the original sadie plagioclase, which has 
indeed been remarkable for its general immunity from the effects of the thermal metamorphism. 
Of the destination of the lime not much can confidently be said without chemical analysis of 
the hornblende and new augite of the rocks, but since there is no evidence that it was removed 
from the theatre of change, seemingly it must be in these two minerals. Gamet, however, is 
common enough to account for some proportion of the lime, but is not present in all rocks. 
The titanium of the sphene ought now to be contained in the new augite, but the latter shows 
no hint of this in its colouratiori. 
Aluminium for the formation of augite and hornblende was doubtless contributed by 
the chlorite of the original rock, but as this could not have been present in large amount, the 
greater part of the supply was probably provided by the epidote. 
The Bunya Phyllites 
The Bunya Phyllites of the area under investigation have substantially the same 
characters as are described in Denmead's (1928) paper. They are for the most part very 
fissile rocks, brown in colour (in weathered outcrops) in the southern part of the area, while 
in the northern half of the transition zone the fresher exposures are glossy black, due to the 
presence of graphite. The rocks are usually very fine-grained, but a coarse, schistose example 
was found in the Mt. Mee area. 
The principal mineral in the rock is quartz, which may be elongated in the direction 
of the schistosity, followed by muscovite, very pale green or colourless. Some Phyllites in 
the Petrie area have been found to contain myriads of small grains of pale green or greenish­
yellow epidote, as well as the quartz and muscovite, and probably represent calcareous layers. 
A handsome variant of the Phyllite outcrops a little east of Young's Crossing on the 
North Pine River and a little to the north of this on the Petrie-Dayboro road. A similar 
rock appears about eight miles to. the north-west in a similar position-close to the base of 
the transition zone. · The rock is finely fissile, with fine irregular red bands and threads running 
through a green base, parallel to the schistosity. Under the microscope it contains strained 
quartz grains, muscovite in short narrow flakes, innumerable tiny epidote crystals, and 
haematite in scattered or clustered streaks. This is a very distinctive rock with the characters 
of a useful marker horizon, but unfortunately only the twp widely separated occurrences 
mentioned above were found. 
Specimens of Phyllite from the upper reaches of Gregor's Creek, in the heart of the 
Greenstone country, were sectioned, but showed nothing unusual in their composition. The 
glossy black type mentioned earlier is characterised by very thin layers of muscovite and 
carbon alternating with thicker layers of quartz and some muscovite. A little feldspar and 
chlorite is seen now and then, and one example was distinguished by the presence of tiny 
scattered grains of sphene. 
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THE METAMORPHISM OF THE GREENSTONES 
' The broad processes inyolved. in· the metamorphism of basic. igneo1:1s rocks �o low-gr�de greenschists are generally agreed to mvolve the breakdown of �c1c plagtoclase w;tth resulting 
f6"rmation of albite. Epidote is produced from the lime and alumma of the anorthite molecule, 
and some of the lime in conjunction with titaniferous iron ore gives sphene. A:ctinolitic 
amphiboles and chlorite are derived from the original hornblende or augite. This, with 
modifications for particular conditions, is the overall scheme of change accepted by most 
geologists; but there is disagreement about the details of the �rocess. Further information 
may be obtained by consulting Eskola (1925), Vogt (1927), Sugt (1931), Hess (1933), Turner 
(1933a, 1935b, 1948). 
Turner (1935b) suggests that "the formation at low grades of albite-chlorite-epidote 
schists and albite-chlorite schists . . .  is only possible in the presence of sufficient water, and 
under conditions which allow (as recognised by Vogt) continuous removal of lime from the 
system. Again the crystallisation of albite-epidote-chlorite-calcite schists must be conditional 
on the presence of sufficient C02 to combine with the lime set free in chloritisation of actinolite. 
When neither of these conditions holds the assemblage actinolite-albite-epidote-chlorite remains 
stable even at the lowest temperatures." 
This means that greenschists can show the development of a number of distinct mineral 
assemblages within the same range of temperature and pressure. Of Turner's different 
metamorphic schemes only that represented as under 
Augite (or Hornblende) + Plagioclase + Ilmenite + Water � Actinolite + Chlorite 
(alwninous) + Epidote + Albite + Sphene 
is of any importance in the Rocksberg Greenstones. The process involves little change in 
bulk composition apart from addition of water. 
The Feldspar. 
It is generally agreed that the feldspar of greenstones is albitic in the chlorite and 
biotite zones of the petites, and that oligoclase does not appear until the garnet zone is reached. 
For confirmation of this see Tilley (1923), Phillips (1930), Sugi (1931), Turner (1933a), Wiseman 
(1934), Ambrose (1936). On a consideration of the available evidence on the status of oligoclase, 
Turner (1933b) sums up as follows: Oligoclase normally appears as .a product of dynamothennal 
metamorphism at relatively high grades such as prevail in zones of almandine and perhaps 
kyanite. Sodic oligoclase with 10-15% An may occur in greenschists lying within the more 
strongly metamorphosed part of the chlorite zone. Such rocks are low in potash and have 
been fanned by .reconstitution at higher grade of chlorite-epidote-albite schists containing 
calcite. They are not to be confused with actinolite-epidote-albite-chlorite schists formed 
at any grade in the chlorite zone by direct reconstitution of basic ign�ous rocks. A zone of 
oligoclase representing a grade of metamorphism higher than the biotite zone is recognised 
for many greenschists in areas of progressive regional metamorphism. 
In the Rocksberg Greenstones, oligoclase occurs not infrequently asSociated with albite 
in the Normal and Augite-Greenstones, and in rare cases is the dominant feldspar. It is also 
found in the andesine�bearing and porphyroblastic rocks. There is no evidence that the 
oligoclasic rocks are examples of Turner's reconstituted chlorite-albite-epidote-calcite schists. 
Nor is the olig_ocJase systematically accompanied by any minerals indicative of higher grade than the cWonte zone. It must therefore be concluded that its presence is attributable to 
the fact that the Rocksberg Greenstones fTequently did not reach internal chemical equilibrium 
under the temperature-pressure conditions of the regional metamorphism. This is in any 
case made clear by the abundance of relict augite phenocrysts in a great many rocks. 
. In the porphyroblastic r?cks the existence of o_ligoclase. porphyroblasts is not surp� 1f the feldspar of these rocks 1s really the recrystalhsed equivalent of the material found m 
the Normal Greenstones. 
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Amphiboles and Chlorite. 
The mode· of· formation of amphiboles and chlorite, and the significance of the former 
as an index of metamorphic grade, in greenschists, are not yet settled matters. 
Tilley (1923) suggests that the amphibole of the Start greenschists has derived from 
Chlorite,• partly at the expense of epiQote, and probably also by reaction with.calcite. The 
rOcks in which this occurs are of higher grade than those with chlorite and no amphibole. Later 
(1933) he appears to reverse this idea, and derive the chlorite from "hornblende," pointing 
out that apart from the presence of calcite in rocks without much amphibole, the restriction 
of amphibole to needles in albite suggests that the enclosures represent residual amphibole 
protected within albite, whereas all that associated with the chlorite has disappeared. Never­
theless he adds "it is not to be inferred that all chlorite has had a hornblendic origin." 
Turner (1933a) draws the conclusion that in the case of certain rocks of Southern 
Westland, N.Z., amphibole, from its constant association with chlorite, has arisen mainly by 
reaction between chlorite and epidote or calcite. 
Wiseman (1934) believes that hornblende and chlorite form simultaneously from the 
augite and feldspar. He points out that although previous authors had suggested the origin 
of hornblende from augite in epidiorite, his thesis differs from theirs in regarding the hornblende 
and chlorite as drawing the materials for their production from the pyroxene, olivine (if 
present) and feldspar. Obviously, says Wiseman, the hornblende embedded in feldspar has 
not been produced directly from the augite. As the original pyroxene would contain insufficient 
alumina to form the chlorite (prochlorite), the feldspar must be involved. He does not consider 
that tP,e albite molecule has taken part in the reaction. 
Hutton (1940) dealing with the rocks of the Lake Wakitipu region "fully concurs with 
Wiseman." According to him, it cannot be he�d that the actinolite inclusions in feldspar 
are merely inclusions caught up as the crystals grew, for in very many examples actinolite 
may occur to the exclusion of the other minerals, such as chlorite, sphene and epidote . . Be 
adds that the sadie nature of some of the amphiboles in the greenschists of Lake Wakitipu 
suggest that the albite molecule. may have played a part in the reactions. 
The Rocksb.erg Greenstones do not throw any further light on this matter. They do 
not provide support for Tilley's ideas ; and although the feldspars contain plentiful inclusions 
of actinolite, on the other hand epidote, sphene and chlorite are common in them, In the 
incompletely reconstituted rocks of the transition wne the original feinic mineral has in nearly 
all ca'les been completely converted to actinolite and chlorite, very often without the 
development of much albite. However, it is not known to what extent metasomatic influences 
have been active in these rocks. 
In many cases in the Normal and Augite-Greenstones actinolite porphyroblasts are 
associated with large amounts of chlorite, which, judging from the rectangular shape of the 
chlorite masses, is developing from actinolite ; but this is probably a secondary change; No 
calcite is involved in the association, however. 
Colour of the Amphiboles. 
Tilley (1938) says that the characteristic amphiboles of the Start schists are pale 
grey�green varieties, adding that much less frequently the amphibole shows a distinct bluish­
green element in its absorption scheme. These latter <occur with chlorites which are usually 
much more deeply coloured than the usual types, which Tilley considers to denote a higher 
iron content for both chlorite and amphibole. Phillips (1930) finds in the Green Beds of the 
Scottish Dalradian, amphibole developing in the chlorite zone (of pelites), and observes that 
it is pale green or almost colourless, lacking the characteristic blue-green axial tint of the 
hornblende of garnet zone rocks. In the Missi Series, according to Ambrose (1936), greenish­
blue amphibole appears in the biotite zone. Turner (1933a) discussing the rocks of Southern 
Westland (N.Z.), states that amphibole with a deep blue or greenish-blue tint for light vibrating 
parallel to Z seems to be very characteristic of amphibole schists and amphibolites of high grade. 
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After a survey of the evidence, Turner (l933a, p. 228) concludes that blue-gr�en tints 
in the amphiboles of metamorphic rocks "are due not to the presence of unusually high soda, 
but rather to. iron in the ferric condition." Further, Turner states (1933a, p. 242) : "There 
appears to be a complete transition from almost colourless actino
_
lite. (of the chlorite zone), through rath�r pale amphibole, to the intensely pleochroic actmohte-t?la?-cophane. which 
appears to b� characteristic of the more metamorphosed rocks of the b1obte zone and the 
schists belonging to the zone of oligoclase." 
The dominant colour of the actinolite in the Rocksberg Greenstones is pale green, but 
blue-green types are not uncommon. However, there does not �eem to b� any evide�c� that 
these are of higher grade than the pale green examples. There lS no cons1stent assoc1ahon of 
oligoclasic feldspar with the blue-green amphiboles; chlorite is in general. of. equal importance in rocks with pale amphibole and those with deeper coloured types. B10hte does not occur 
at all as a product of the regional metamorphism. If the rocks with blue-green actinolite 
are indeed of higher grade, their distribution among the lower grade rocks is entirely 
unsystematic ; there is no recognisable zoning of grades. However, . this is paralleled 
in the Start rocks, for although Tilley (1923) says of these rocks that they can be 
divided into two metamorphic grades, he adds that they cannot be separated with 
regard to any zonal distribution. 
The blue amphiboles found in many of the Porphyroblastic Greenstones must have 
derived in most cases from pale green actinolite if the hypothesis is correct that these rocks 
were originally Normal Greenstones. Whether they are sodic or whether their blue colour 
is due to ferric iron is unknown, but the large extinction angles of most of them make it appear 
that they are not sodjc. The common presence of magnetite in the rocks may be significant 
in this connection; it is rare in the rocks of the other groups. 
However, if pale green amphiboles have been converted by intake of iron to blue types 
in the porphyroblastic rocks, it would be reasonable to expect to find some original amphiOOle 
preserved in the relict granular plagioclase which some of them contain, but there is no 
sign of it. 
Parti-Ccloured Amphiboles. 
Greenly (1919, p. p5), describing a glaucophane schist from Anglesey, says that the 
rock contains a green hornblende intimately related to the glaucophane, sometimes forming 
a core within it, and grading into it through a narrow blue-green zone. The angle of extinction 
decreases as the colour changes from green to blue. In the typical blue glaucophane the 
extinction angle is 5°, but in some crystals of feebler tint, rises to 15°. The glaucophane rock 
is linked by intermediate rock types to green hornblende schist derived from spilitic lavas. 
Greenly considers that most of the elements of the premetamorphic albite went into the 
production of epidote, while the soda was taken up by the fernie mineral to give glaucophane. 
Turner (1935a) records blue amphibole allied to crossite forming cores to the larger 
prisms of pale green actinolite in greenschists of the Te Anau Series, N.Z. The blue amphibole 
is never plentiful. 
In the Rocksberg Greenstones pale green actinolite with blue cores occurs in certain 
rocks, and in one case (Plate I, Fig. 2), the blue material forms a continuous band through 
the central parts of several contiguous actinolite blades. In this case it cannot be said to 
fo� a core. These roc�s ?ccur in or near the transition zone, which appears to have been 
subJected to metasomatic mftuences resulting in the production of biotite, but it does not 
appear that the matasomatism involved more than the intr:oduction of potash and alumina. 
The blue mineral in these "composite" amphiboles is glaucophane. There is no tendency 
for the actinolite and glaucophane to grade into each other as Greenly records. Nevertheless 
it does appear that the g.laucophane is deriving from the actinolite, but the mechanism of the change cannot be determmed. 
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Status of Amphibole. 
On the status of ·actinolite in greenschists, Turner (I935a) says that although many 
writers consider that actinolitic greenschists are formed at higher grade than chlorite-epidote­
albite schists, this is open to doubt. Tilley (1938) and Wiseman (1934) believe that in the 
chlorite zone actinolite is meta-stable or in forced equilibrium and that the true .. equilibrium 
assemblages in the chlorite zone are chlorite-epidote-albite and chlorite-albite. However, 
Eskola (1925) and Turner (1933b and 1935b) consider that actinolitic .hornblendes can remain 
stable at the lowest grade of metamorphism provided water and C02 are absent o:r nearly so. 
Hutton (1940) agrees with these two writers that the assemblage albite-epidote-actinolite­
chlorite is a stable association, and will form under high stress, provided there is insufficient 
water present to allow removal of lime or other bases. 
Turner (1935b) finds the following change frequent in the Otago schists:  augite­
hornblende-plagioclase � actinolite-albite-epidote-chlorite, even at the lowest grades, where 
intercalated·pelitic schists are slates and phyllites. 
The Rocksberg Greenstones are inconclusive in this respect, for although it does not 
appear that the grade of metamorphism in them in general rises above the chlorite zone, as 
has been mentioned, they do not seem to be equilibrium rocks. Therefore any inferences 
about the stability of the amphiboles in them would be insecure. 
Metamorphic Summary. 
The Rocksberg Greenstones are the product of low-temperature regional metamorphism 
which occurred in the presence of limited amounts of water and the absence of C02, giving 
the greatly predominant mineral assemblage albite-actinolite-epidote-chlorite-sphene. The 
reconstitution is largely complete in that part of the Greenstones below the main advent of 
argillaceous layers, but above this level there are many rocks in which while the fernie minerals 
have been wholly reconstituted, the original plagioclases are largely intact. This difference 
in degree of metamorphism is considered to be due to the late introduction of the rocks 
in question. 
The grade of metamorphism does not appear anywhere to have risen above the chlorite 
zone, despite the occasional presence of blue-green amphibole and of oligoclasic feldspar. 
Where pelitic metamorphic rocks are intercalated in the Greenstones they are quartz-muscovite 
phyllites. 
The writer believes, for reasons mentioned earlier, that even the more fully reconstituted 
Greenstones are not equilibrium rocks, and therefore that somewhat anomalous assemblages 
of minerals may be expected. 
On the regional metamorphism other subsequent effects have been superimposed. In 
the case of the Greenstones of the transition zone there has been introduction of biotite, 
probably produced by the action of potash-aluminium solutions. The action was selective, 
the Phyllites associated with the Greenstones being unaffected. This is not surprising, 
considering that the Phyllites contain practically no minerals likely to react with such solutions; 
chlorite is not common in them. 
The Greenstones of the porphyroblastic albite zone have had a more complex history. 
Here there has been recrystallisation of the original metamorphic feldspar mosaics to form 
strainless porphyroblasts. The change was probably due to the influence of heat and solutions 
supplied by ·the Woodford Granite. As well as the recrystallisation of the feldspar there may 
have been introduction of muscovite, but the evidence is not strong. 
Magnetite appears in strength in the rocks, and iron, original or introduced, may account 
for the blue colour of many of the amphiboles, and the bright yellow of the epidote. 
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these rocks is too complex to be elucidated other than by intensive effort directed specifically 
at the rocks. 
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Lastly, a restricted area of the Greenstones bas, as described earlier, been subjected 
to simple contact metamorphism. 
TIME RELATIONS 
The only time relations elucidated by this investigation are comparative ones; the 
questions of the absolute age of the Greenstones and of the metamorphic and igneous episodes 
that have affected them since their deposition are no farther forward now than when the work 
began. And even the internal time-relations of the rocks are for the most part unclear 
or unknown. 
On the face of it, the evidence shows that the Greenstone igneous epoch continued into 
Bunya time, and this is doubtless true, but it is also certain that many of the Greenstone 
intercalations in the transition zone are late. They appear to have been intruded at a time 
when the metamorphism was waning in intensity. No dykes have been found in the transition 
zone, which suggests that at the time of intrusion the Bunya rocks were already fo�ded to their 
present angle of dip, so that the magma could rise from the depths in sill-like bodies without 
the need for feeder dykes. The author has no explanation to offer, however, for the lack of 
evidence of such late intrusions in the Greenstones below the transition zone. 
Little can be said about the metasomatic periods which affected the rocks both above 
and below the Greenstone-transition zone boundary. The formation of biotite in the transition 
zone rocks probably occurred before the faulting between the zone and the Mesozoics on the 
east, although no detailed petrographic work has been done on the Mesozoic rocks. If the 
biotite in.troduction was brought about by the Woodford Granite, it is certainly pre-faulting 
in age. Its time relation to the post-regional metamorphic activity in the porphyroblastic 
aJbite zone is obscure. The two zohes have not been found to overlap in the field. 
It can confidently be said that the formation of the albite porphyroblasts post-dates 
all movement in the porphyroblastic zone, on the evidence of the lack of strain. 
There is no evidence on which to date the Woodford Granite, the Dayboro Granite, 
the Mt. Mee Granophyre, or the basalts at 1\ft. Mee. However ' the Granophyre and the 
Dayboro Granite are post-North Pine Fault in age. AU that can be said of the Woodford 
Granite is that it post-dates the original metamorphism, and pre-dates the faulting on the 
eastern boundary of the area. 
THE PRECURSORS OF THE GREENSTONES 
An analysis of a sample of a Normal Greenstone is given below. The rock comes from 
not far below the base of the transition zone, near the Petrie-Dayboro road. 
Si02 
Al203 
Fe201 
FeO 
MgO 
CaO 
Nap 
K,O 
Ti02 
co, 
�;g� 
' MnO 
H,O+ 
HP -
50.65 per cent. 
11 .47 
4.11 
5.75 
1 1.65 
7.i4 
3.0i
0.68
0.86
0.10
0.17
0.03 
0.18
3.21
0.55
100.22 
Analyst : T. R. Lowth: 
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This rock when compared with Daly's average basalt shows about the same silica content, 
but the alwnina is nearly 30% lower than, and the magnesia nearly double, that of a basalt. 
The only other notable difference is in potash, which is 0.68% in the Greenstone, against 
1.46% for the average basalt. 
, 
The analysis corresponds fairly well with two published by Clarke (1924), one of a 
basalt, the other of a diabase. The basalt, from Pinto Mountain, Texas, contains "olivine, 
augite, plagioclase, magnetite, apatite, and a very little alkali feldspar" (Clarke, p. 462). The 
other rock is a diabase porphyry from Milton, California, with plagioclase, augite and hornblende 
(Clarke, p. 464). The nature of the plagioclase is not stated. 
The. silica and alumina content of the rock do not suggest an andesite. Andesite 
analyses can be found somewhat correspondent to that of this Greenstone, but whether the 
roc_k.s are properly named is perhaps doubtful. 
Relict plagioclases found in the Normal and Augite-Greenstones are more sadie than 
labradorite, but they are rare, and as they often have cores of epidote they probably lost some 
of their anorthite content during the metamorphism. 
The andesine-bearing Greenstones are made up principally of euhedral andesine crystals, 
and cannot be partly reconstituted representatives of the parent rocks of Normal Greenstones. 
This compositional difference between the two groups is supporting evidence for their separation 
in time. 
The texture of the andesine-bearing rocks, so far as it survives, does not suggest that 
of an andesitic lava, but rather that of a porphyrite. It would thus seem that the rocks were 
mainly sills, although this is provable in the field in only a few examples. 
To what extent flows, sills and tuffs were involved in the genesis of the original igneous 
rocks below the transition zone is not clear. There are no rocks correspondirig to the "composite 
rocks" (basic tuffs) of Tilley (1923). and no transitions between Greenstone and Phyllite, either 
vertically or (as far as could be seen in the field) laterally. Sugi's criterion-tuffs schistose, 
Bows and intrusives massive-makes it appear that the proportions are about equal. Thinly 
banded rocks are rare; they probably represent tuffs, but on sectioning, they present no 
mineralogical or textural peculiarities. It is certain that the rocks with large intact augite 
phenocrysts represent flows or intrusives; this is supported by their massive character. These 
rocks are absent not only from the transition zone, but also from the porphyroblastic albite 
zone. It seems necessary to conclude that the development of the augitic rocks was sharply 
localised in the southern half of the Greenstone belt, and ceased at the onset of pelitic 
sedimentation. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES 
PLATK I 
�p�:;� ��=�� .�:: :��ri:�e1:!:X�:�e s��e�I:.S ��-e�t�te1foa.i:r. Groundmass albite, 
Aggregate of loog actinolite blades {light). with a glaucopba.nitic zone (dark) running through the 
aggregate, mainly on left of vertical cross-hair. At left edge of photo actinolite merges into chlorite. 
At right edge are albite and epidote. 
PLATE II 
Biotite (dark) developed about edges and along cleavage directions of euhedral andesine crystal 
Biotite Bakes appear in photo . to have common orientation throughout, but in fact have not. 
Andesine crammed with inclusrons of actinolite and prochlorite, and minute grains of opaque 
material. Pol. light 100 X. 
Fig. .2. Augite with actinolite growing from right-hand pinacoidal face. Twin lamellae in augite are 
continued into actinolite. There is a narrow partial border of chlorite about the augite. (Inclusion 
from Terrors Creek) . 
Fig. I. 
Fig. 2. 
Fig. I 
Fig:. 2. 
PLATE III 
Ellipsoidal inclusions in Greenstone, Terrors Creek. 
Nest of relict au_gi�e crystals altering to clinochlore and actinolite. Fibrous actinolite of groundmass can be seen sWirling around upper edge of the euhedrnl cross-section. Pol. light 30 X. 
PLATE IV 
Fissur� fil�ed wit� i�on oxide and showing development of biotite· where it passes through chlorite 
or actmolite. B•ot1te flakes can be. seen about .the. fissure where it runs left-right in the upper 
left-hand quadrant. The fissure sphts temporanly mto two branches where it passes through a 
!�:
s
����h�on ����:�!��· :::!:�rbea=� t�n� e�':rnsfJe b��ti�=��r:h:r!ell�:�e� sphene. Pol. light 150 X. 
Large, i.rregular, unstrained porpbyroblasts of albite, with interstitial muscovite and chlorite. A 
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1$ magneh_te, and ther_e are trregu!El;r and heJtagonal sections (probably pseudomorphs) of a nearly 
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e and chlorite cut through the relict fold. 
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